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The Cut-up and FoId-in TechnÍques of Literary
Composition in the l,Irit,ings of WillÍa¡n Burroughs
CHAPTER

I

Introduction
The cut-up and

fold-in techniques of líterary composition

as used by William Burroughe are methods by which the author having

original drafe varÍes hie original maÈerial ln a
systematic way t,o create and discover new and interesting permuta-

written

Èhe

tione of that materÍaL which then

may

or may not be used in

the

final wrÍtt.en product according to the authorts discretion.

Both

rely on what, could be termed |tplanned accLdentstr in Èhal:
the author deliberaÈely allowe fragmenÈs of his o\i¿n or oÈher authorsl
techniquee

writing to fall into
relationships,

random

imagee, phrases and anaLogies may

perceived. The artistr s
and

juxtapositÍon wherein new and useful

consciousness enters

edit the cut-up fragments

and

or may not

be

to selectr rearrange

creatively express his

own thought,s

by incorporating the fragments into various types of synËactical
structuresThe cut-up and

fold-in techniquesr whil-e having the

same

intent, involve slightly different procedures. The following is
Burroughsr own description

of one type of cut-up.

page. Like this page. Now cut down
the middle and across the middle. You have
f,our sections: L 2 3 4.o.orl€ two Èhree
four. Now rearrange the sections placing
section four with section one and sectÍon Èwo
' with eectÍon three. And you have a new
Take a

-2page" Sometimes it says much the same thing.
Sonetimes something guite different.."ín any
case you will find thaÈ it says something and
something quite definíte.r
The

fold-in

Èechnique involves simply

folding pages (of two different.

Èexts down the niddle) rather than cutting them. Folded pages are

then placed side by síde and randomly aligned sentences are read
searched

for images, phrases or sentences appropriate to the

and

auLhorrs

desires.
Another form of cut-up is to select certain Ímages from
passage

of wrÍting, cut

them

out and piece

Èhem

a

t,ogether in random

fashion so as to see what new images appear.
Images shift sense under the scissors smell
images to sound sight to sound sound Ëo

kinesthet,Íc.
The word rtsenserr has

¿

a double entendre for it connotes both

ttsensa-

tiontt and rrmeaningrr, Images created by the cut-up method are oft,en
noÈ

only bi-sensual - having reference to two different

senses

simultaneously - but also are bi-referential - having reference to
two different meanings or referents simultaneously. The concept,s of
simultaneiÈy and successio.3

""

they have been altered by the advent

of relativÍty play an important part in the
and

development

fold-in techniques. Since reading of written words

of the cut-up
d.emands a

linear activity of the consciousnesa - readÍng progresses on a lÍne
fron left to right,

and from the top

of the

page

wr.iters in the history of l.Iestern civiLization

to

that

to the bot,tom -

seem

for the most part

S-g!gi, necessity of linearity of narrative
is required of them. Burroughsrs use of the cut-up and fold-in is his
have believed

an

-3artistic

and phiLoeopl'ric reeponse

to a necessÍty whích he belíeves

begs the question"

Interviewer: The one flaw in the cut-up
argument seems to lie in Èhe linguístic base
on which we operate, the straight declarat,íve
sentence. Itts going Lo tàke a great deal to
change that,.
t

Burroughs: Yes, it. is unfortunat,ely one of
the great errors of l^lest,ern thought, the whole
either-or proposit,ion. You remember KorzybskÍ
and hÍs idea of non-Aristotelian logic. Eitheror thinkÍng just is not accurate thinking.
Thatrs not the way things occur, and I feel the
Aristotelian construct is one of the great
shackles of Western civilization. Cutups are a
movemenË toward breaking this down.4

Burroughs

linear

concepÈ

is by no means alone in his assertion that

Ëhe

of consciousness enslaves or ttshacklestr the artist,Íc

imagination. llis rebellion against Arístotelian, rteither-orrt

is directed both at, the imposing corpus of logical thought
unconsciously accepted tenets of linguÍstÍc

thought,

and

at the

comnunication as pre-

scribed by European language. His artist-revolutionary predecessors
were the Dadaists led by Tristan

thatttlife

d.oes

Tzara.

not consist of logical

The Dadaists were convinced

and.

sequential .'rr"rrt" but

a

bewildering and disordered simult,aneityrr.5 Psychologist Ludwig
Klages confirmed thÍs opinion Ín his theory of simultaneous perception.6
The Dadaist, movement challenged WceEern manrs

logic

and preciee comnunlcation

irrational faith in

of thought through language. FuturisÇ

Fitippo MarineÈti proposed the use of parole in libertà - free v¡ords corrnunication wíthout adverbs, adjectives, punctuation

or synta*.7

For the Dadaists (and for Burroughs - hÍs objections to

-4rrconÈrol by languagc"

of the cut-up

and

will

fold-in)

,l¡e

discussed lat.er

in the examination

language had become prescriptive rather

than descriptive" Words gave meaning rather than aided in the
percept,ion

of it.

,

André Breton said

of

language:

In addition to the constraints of art, ordinary
language is 'rthe worst of convent.ionstt because
it imposes upon us the use of formulas and
verbal associations which do not belong to us,
which embody next to nothing of our true natures;
the very meanings of words are fixed and unchangeable only becagse of an abuse of our power
by the collectivity.E

It shall be demonsÈrated that
and metaphysical

beliefs

many

of Burroughsrs political, soóial

emanate from

a similar distrust of

such

an trabuse of powerrr concerning the manipulation of words which
exerÈ control over human

beÍngs.

The cut-up and

fold-in

techniques

shall be seen as weapons v¡ith which the individual can subvert,
thwart or in

some manner

forestall the

impingement

of this control

over his or her life.
Another Dadaist poet, Hugo 8a11, foreshadowed Burroughsrs

insistence that men should controL words - their meaning : rather
than be controlled by language (e.g. Someone says, rrYou cannot say

that; it

does not make senserr, as

make sense

if

lairguage had the

of anything., .Bertrand Russellrs
o

of Hit1er -'

makes granunatical and

example

linguist.íc

sense

ability to

- the

daughter

but it, has no

referent in actuality and is therefore in reality nonsensical.
Words as abstract symbols are

not efficaci.ous in that, material

irorl-d but in the realm of human thought which may or may not be

translated into physicaL action. To arbitrarily restrÍct and rigidify

5the use of words, Èo demand that, they .make senserr is for Burroughs
and Ball a misunderstand.Íng of the intention, purpose and proper
funct,ion of language). BaIl noted:
should withdraw into the inner alchemy
of the word, and even surrender the word;
in this way conserving for poetry it.s most

I,rIe

sacred domain. We should sÈop making poems
second-hand; we should no longer take over
words (not even t,o speak of sentences) which
we did not invent absoluLely anew, for our own
use. We should no longer be content to achieve
poetic effects with means which in the final
analysis are but the echoes of inspiration.l0
Burroughs

sirnilarly insist,s that cut-up

and

fold-ins

may eventually.

lead to a trprecise science of wordsr,11 wÍth v¡hich a writer could
conÈrol exactly what is said by his writing without unvran¡ed literary

allusions and linguistic - and as a corollary, metaphysical By deliberateLy removing the exigencies
and

linearity of

Language as Hugo Bal_j-

resonanceso

of the slmËacticaL structure

did (indeed, he removed. words

altogether and dealt solely wíth an elemental frlanguagerr or rhythm,

intonationl2), writers were freed to a1low the creative
commi¡gflng of images ofËen theretofore separated by the artificial
sound and

dictates of

trconrnon sensett

as formulated, more by Èhe rules of

language Lhan the boundaries

of imagination" Hence, artists could

reinvent, word usage rrabsolutely anewjr for word,s were imprisoned, more

by the necessities of graÍmar and logic than by their inherent
connotative and denotative meanings. The rmagisÈ movement, also
whii-e not eschewing the

freer

modes

rules of language completely, did

promoÈe

of imaginative thought by creating metaphoríc juxta-

positions of imagee without the

demand

for verbally

expressed

-6.13
connections.

The desire

to

see the world without the

logical, cause-and-effect biases as inherited through
founded upon and

by nearly fifty

languages

firrnly rooted in those biases antedatesBurroughs

yl"r".

The experirirenÈs with words were contemporary
experiments

Aristotelian,

in visual art: the

photomontage and.

Kurt Schwit,ters created pictures consisting of
images which could be perceived

of these images,

aÈ

first

with

tv¡o other

the collage painting.
visual

many separate

simultaneously. The disparat,e nature

to form vivid

seeming cacophonic, grow

units of associational thoughts. Collage paintings have at their
base the concept.s of simultaneity and succession coming from the

theory of relativity"

Collage artists felt that life was best

mirrored as being a welter of sensual

phenomena

which seek perceptuaL

recognitÍon rather than as a teleological order-

Photomontage,

using the same fundamental ideas as collage but using photographs instead of the painted images, sought a similar aesthetic.
Bunoughs has used the cut-up and

to att,empt to achieve the

same

fold-in in his writing

effecË of simultaneous image percept,ion.

Without the abstracËing and caÈegorizing processes of conscious
sensual experience being exerted subliminally upon the mind by

linguistic structure (which select.s and organizes all aspects of
perception,

for it, tells the listener/reader exact.ly

whaÈ

for

the

perceiver was the order or a particuliar moment of perception)

images

no longer separat,ed by the arbitrary rules of language tend to
experienced as a collage

- a group of simultaneous

phenomena

be

- rather

7than a linear sequence of percepÈual events. The cut-up, while not
destroyíng the tripartíte dÍvision of Èime (with its Línear implí'cations and assumptions) as creatccl by thc English languagcrs tl'rrcc
tense verb syst,em, does provide a sufficient disturbance of per-

ception so as to creatÍve1y recreate thoughÈ and perception in their

undifferentiat,ed and viLai- inclusiveness encompassing memoryt
sensation and symbolic abstraction as Ëhey are Ëruly experienced in
space-time, i.e. simultaneousi.y. In printed excerpts from his St.

Louis Jor.rtrroll4 Burroughs has insert,ed phot,ographs intended to provide

a sensual (visual) dimension to a cerebral (written language
symbol)
tended

art form. Críticism of collage

to argue thaÈ art

methods

produced by such means

presents no ordered insight into reality"

as

of creation has
is chaotic

because

However, beeause the

picÈure at first appears chaotic iÈ does not follow that the method
r.¡as

chaotic and without the motivating and directing force of

original insight.
sciously

qÞooeee

The fact,

the

images

of the matter is that the arËist

an

con-

with which the painted or written

work

wilI be composed. As Burroughs notes:
People say to me, t'Oh, this is all very good,
but you got it by cutting up". I say that has
nothing to do with it, how I got it. What is
any writing but a cutup? Somebody had to program
the machine; somebody has to do the cutting up.
Remember thaÈ I first made selections. Out of
hundreds of possiblg sentences that I might have
used, I chosã or,".l5
The insight,

is the choice. 0n1y the final product Ís subject to

Legitimate and responsible criticism.

that the cut-up

Allen Ginsberg has written

end foLd-in methods are

artistically viable

because

it

-Bthc autiror controls thc Ínput of materiar and sclcction of the
output product,.!t...llm]l etllods which would be vain unless thc author
had something

to cut up to start wiÈh...".16

I^ihat goes

Ínto the cut-

up and fold-in trmachineslt are fragments of Rimbaud, Shakespeare,
conrad, Eliot and others but most,ly of Burroughsts own wörk which

are ârranged and rearranged much like nusic

composed

of motivic or

themat,ic variations.
Any narrative passage or any passage, sayr
of poetic images is subject to any number of
variations, all of which may Þg interesting
and valid in their own right.I/
The cut-up and

which most

fold-in techniques are

writers use to

some

simpLy techniques

of revision

extent. As for an objection assert-

ing that in art, as welL as in Life the ends do not just,Ífy the

it

rnust be noted

suffer no

means,

that words l-ike ghosts have no physical realÍty

damage when

and

they are forded in, cut up, pasted together or

otherwise mutilated for some purpose.

...Lhe idea of using any mechanical means for
literary purposes seems to them [writer{ some
sort of sacrilege. This is one objection Èo
the cutups. Theret s been a lot of that, a sorL
of superstiÈious reverence for the word. My

God, they say, you cant t, cut, up these words.
Why

The

can't

I?18

closest liÈerary relat.ion Lo the cut-up was an experi-

ment performed by. Dadaist, poet,,
more

Tzarat s method was

theatrical and less methodical than that of Burroughs.
out of

He cut

,ru*"n"ner and picked them at. random out of a hat t,o
"
a poem that he hoped would be refreshing if only because of the

vrords
make

Tristan Tzara.

-9element

of

chance which was fundamental

Tzara Ínsist.ed thaL his method vras open

to the poemt"
Ë,o

"t"atiorr"19

anyone who had the

desire to create poetry and that there vras a definite procedure
whereby poetry could be creaLed"
To malce a dadaist poem
Take a newspaper
Take scissors
Choose in the ne\^rspaper an

'
'

article

as long as the poem you intend
Cut, out the articLe.¿9

is considerabl"y more conservat,ive in his use of the

Burroughs

products of cut-up and fold-in"
The cuL-ups will give you new mat,erial but they
wontt tell you what, to do with it.¿r

,

of them (products of cut-up and foLd-in)
are useful from a IÍterary point of view and

Some

some

are not.22

tries not to impose a story ploÈ or
continuity art,ificially but you do have t,o
compose the materials, you canrL just dump
down a jumbLe of notes and thoughts and
..)
considerat,ions and expect, people to read iL.t'

One

Burroughs has formalÍzed
exLent. and he

at all

but,

the experÍments of the Dadaists to a cert,ain

insists that the cut-up

practical, compositional

to be (in his

or,rrr

experience

and

foLd-in are not experiments

meÈhods

which have been proven

at leasL) legitimate

methodologies.24

Burroughs, like Tzara, does say that aíded by cut-up and fold-in

poetry can be created by anyonezs*j.thorrgh he also says that those
techniques are not helpfuL for aLl art.ist".26

Tzara accompanÍed by Richard Huelsenbeck and Marcel Janco
creaÈed a verbaL coi-lage

in their trsimultaneous poenrt - three

poens

-10in diffcrent

languages read simultaneously colorecl

with intermittent

sections of rhythmic noise.27 Lg^Ln their art was intended t.o mirror

the Èruth about reality, its disordered, simultaneity. Burroughsrs
cut-ups and fold-ins reveal a disorderliness Ín what, they represent

but are not, disordered themserves (the relat,ionship of cut-up and
ford-in to the rrexpressivistic fallacyrt wirl be examÍned later in
tl'rc discussÍon).
Dadaist and futurist experiment.s in noise music, @!!!S,

in particular the creations of Filippo Marinetti

and Edgar varè,se,

characLerize those movementst distrust, of any rigid form of artificial

order whether it was in the realms of linguistic conrnunicatÍon, social
regimentat.ion

or in the highly artificial

Harmony, steady

ment

rules of music composition.

pulse, tone and logical thematic or melodic develop-

all were attacked as being rtunÈruett in

Èhe sense

that any art

work that hopes to render an emotional or int,ellectual insight, into

realiÈy by means of ordering that realiÈy which is inherently disordered is falsifying boÈh its own truth and Èhat of the thing about
which it has its insight. John Cagers work in aleatoric and non-

teleological music are extensions of the bruitisme impetus. His
Music of Changes was. produced by a method in which chance-like

picking similar to the mixed

newspaper

clippings from Tzarats hat

determined the maËerials (notes and tempos)

a coin to

make

his structuring decisions

to be used. cage t,ossed.

and eventualLy came

to the

conclusion that his musj-c required no structure or logic *h"t,"our"=.28

Not confining hÍmself to one medium of expression, in 1959 Cage recorded

-11 Indeterminac-y:

Neiq

Aspects

of

Form

in Instrumental

and Electronic

Music, a series of ninety stories interspersed with fragments of

electronic music. His notes on the recording state:

intentÍon of putting ninety storíes together
in an unplanned way ís to suggest that all things,
sounds, stories (and by extension, beings) are
relat.ed and that this cornplexity is more evident
when it is not, over-simplified by aft idea of
relat,ionship in one personts mind.29

My

For much the same reason Burroughs uses the cut-up and fold-in to
achieve

his desired, effects" As no single personts mind

could

contain the myriad of interrerat,ionehÍps needed t,o relat,e ninety
disparate stories to one another, so too no single personrs mind
could accurately and systematically rearrange more than a few verbal
images although

a single mind anaryzes and consciously selects the

regroupings when they are presented to it.

(Burroughs believes his

cut-ups and fold-ins could be conveniently produced by a computer
but, prograrrnÍng

difficulties prevent, the scheme. Again, the art,ist

not the mechanical device chooses the finar mat.eriar and order to
be used, the computer only quickly determining

all the mathenatically

possible variations of regrouping).30 uur=oughsts tvro meÈhods solve
another problem, that of the unconscious seeking to establish

linear and t,eleological order

even when

a

the conscious mind rebels

against such an order. The cuÈ-up and fold-in do not allow the
unconscious rtbraÍnwashedt' by a
and language

life of ArisÈotelian-based thought

to control the order in which the words are

because the regrouping det,ermining

factor is chance.

regrouped

Burroughs

credÍt,s cage and another composer, Earle.Brown, with having carried

-L2the cut-up method much further in music Ëhan he, himself, has in
31
his writ,ing.-Like cage,

one medium

Burroughs has

not resÈricted himserf to

of expression but has ventured into film (f.ggr"

?)

Fire)l' tape recordings pïograÍrned to

O.ggg

expand consciousness,

journarism and theatrical performances accompanied by slides
Èape

recordings.

Some

of his work (St. t."is .t""r""t

and

and The

Ext.erminator, co-authored by Brion Gysin) contain photographs,
drawings and sketches which give visual realizaÈion
images

in the written text.

to

some

of

the

all of these creations in

However,

the various media are typified by some use of cut-up or fold-in,
those techniques seeming to be absolutely essential t,o Burroughsrs

creation in any field of connnunicatÍon.

In terms of
Ëo

the work of

and T.S.

more

Ëraditional art.ists, Burroughs is indebted

James Joyce, Joseph C,onrad, Ezra Pound., I,I.B. Yeats

Eliot- His relation

Èo Pound and

been mentioned. Poundrs experimentè

the Imagists has already

into-the reduction of

to íts absolute-esseint.iãls, usually characterized. by vivid
ímages,

is directly

language

sensual

relaËed,Lo-Burro-ughs-rs cut-up fragments which

contain only such'sensual images (no abstract words are used in his
cuË-ups and

fold-ins).

Neíther the Imagist.s nor Burroughs felt the

need Ëo make metáphorical connections

'the reader

Ëhe

ing the unit,Íng

explicit but rather would allow

fuIl range of his or her
and dissolutÍon

òf the

own imaginat,ion

many po.ssible Ímage connect,ions

(Burroughst's rrPenny Arcade Peep Showrt segment,s-of
The

in experienc-

his latesË novel,

l,iild Boys, are characterized by a cut-up produced version of

Imagism which

wiLl be

examined

later)

13James Joycers

writing exerted an influence on Burroughsrs

adoption of the cut-up" Joycers incredible rreartt for language and

his large vocabulary granted hirn the ability
words he wanted Èo obtain an allÍterative

spproprieLe Lo what he waÊ deseribing.

to choose exactly the

or onomatopoeic effect
Theae ef,feeLs geve added

sensual dimension to his writing and gave the written word an
element of sensual reality.

Ulvsses comes alive with descriptive

images realized in abstract, symbols (written words) such as Molly
Bloomr

s rtwavyavyeavyheavyeavyevyevy hair

uncombedtr

r trdullthudding

barrelstt, and the I'endlessnessnessnessness of a chest noterr-

The

cut-up gives the writer without such an ear and vocabulary tfre
technique whereby images can be creat,ed and recreated in different
dimensions of sense both in what the words mean Ín reference to

reality and how their meanings shifÈ in reference to the interrelationship of Èhe words themselves. Cut-ups and fold-ins do not
change the basic language as Joyce often díd but provide a conscious

and systematic way in which bi- tri-

or multi-sensual images can be

occasionally created by mechanical and imaginat,ive rather than
purely imaginative

means.

The stream-of-consciousness technique employed by Joyce

freed the art.istts imagination so that, an ever-metamorphosing
narrative could approximate the complex associational patterns of
the mindte thought processes. Again the tendency vras Lo move
from teleological,
Ëhe meanderings

away

linear writ,ing which could not adequately express

of real modes of human thought. Mollyts and Leopold's

-L4interior

monologues

shift direction, subject and t,ime -

moving

from analysis of present, to reminiscence of pasË to projective
contemplation of future - almost imperceptibly. Cut-ups and fold.-

ins produce a similar effect, automatically" While much of
Burroughsrs

writing Ís straight narrative

Èhe cut-up and

fold-Ín

sections are usually comprised of cut-up or folded in fragment,s

of narrative

segments which have

appear

later on.

stream

of

The

either already appeared or will

effect of these fragments is t.o prod,uce a

images which remind

the reader of what. he has already

read while hinting at what, is to come. Burroughs says of Joyce
and cut-up:

;å'i:ffiì"uåi"1,":flffii iT l:Ël:il ::åT:i::.
acÈually occurs in the mind and body of his
characters cannot confine himself to such

3:,::o;::

"::":::i":;';.i;,"l:ii::ii d iiï :"li;

he was presenting only one leve1 of cerebral
events: conscious sub-vocal speech" I think

it is possible to create multilevel events
that a rg4der could comprehend
wÍth his organic being.33
and characters

In

Finnegan'r

s Wake Joyce d.oes create rtmu.lËilevel event,s and

characterstt by his use of puns and multi-sensual images.
Joycets creaLíve and innovative ttplayingtt with language, not,

simply employing it on its own linguist,ic terms but, bending

and

breaking its rules to achieve his goals of expressÍon, gives
Burroughs the

arÈistic precedent

upon which he too could I'playtt

with words in a less cerebral and abstract, way, i.e. he could
materialÍze them (write them on paper) anci cut,

Ëhem

up or fold them

.LJ- 1q

in any way he chose or sirnply allov¡

them

to

choose

their

arrangements by chance. Joycers conscious manipulation

own

of motifs

which are both reÈrospective and projective Ín ulysses, motifs like
trPlumtree's Pot,ted Meatrt and therrjingling keystt, move the read.errs
mind through the

intricate processes of recollection, contemplation

and projection without
trmeaning'r,

forcing the author t,o contÍnually st,ate his

his purpose for introducing or reintroducing a partic-

ular image, or the temporal coordÍnates

(memory,

present, future)

r+ithin which his narratÍve Ís operating" A similar freeclom is achieved
by cut-ups and fold-ins, for juxtaposed images of past, present,

and

fuÈure narrative are joined so as to produce an all-at-onceness of

conscÍousness. Recollection, contemplation and projectÍon are
achieved simultaneously by Èhe actual sÍde-by-sÍde presence

of

images

from past, present and future narrative for the viewing of the reader
who takes over the usual

function of the narraËor

who can novr con-

centrate his efforts on the production of suitable images rather
than the creation of an explanation of why they coexist in the pattern

they do.

,

Burroughs mentions T.S.

on

Eliot aå ¡eing an impoïÈant influence

his adopt.ion and usages of the cut-up

.and

Ëhe f

old-ins, and he

asserts that The Waste Land was itself actually l-he procluct of a prototypie

cut-up technique, rrÈhe first

great cut-up colIagetr.34 O1"o

Dos Passos is noted for having a símilar idea in trThe Camera Eyett
?r
sequences of his novel , H.S.A." Thu Symbo1isL movement in rv-riting

with ÍÈs advocacy of the use of private symbols which enrich literature
with their power to suggest rather than explicitly

"t"t"36

also gives

-16.an

art,isLic precedent for Burroughsrs use of recurrÍng symbolic

images

as l'ris cut-ups and fold-ins of images are intended to 'enhance their
suggestiveness by allowing diverse images to form compositionally

useful ambiguous rrassociation blocks,,.37
The actual invention of the cut-up Lechnique proper Burroughs

credits to artist-poeÈ-novelist,

Brion Gysin. In 1959 Gysinrs

experiments viith the subst,itution of arbiËrary symbols for words led

him t.o staÈe, rrl have found. a way to rub out worcis,,.38 B.r=roughsts
own anthropological studies in Egyptian hieroglyphics and. Mayan codices

prompted hÍm to analyze Gysinrs claims. i^liLh the B.B.C. broadcasL

and subsequent publication of Gysin's cut.-up poem, rrMinutes To

Gott,

Burroughs began to experÍment with cut-ups himself.39 N"Lud Lunchts

publicatÍon precedes this experimental period, and ,-a n"" 0"."
error of critics

""

Lo assert that Naked Lunch contains passages produced

through the use of cut-ups. Actually Naked Lunch is a collage of what
Burroughs has referred to as trroutinestr, the prototype of which

a satirical

was

piece entiiled rtRoosevelt After Inauguratiorr,,.40 the

termrfcut-uptt is really more applicable to Naked Lunch in its slang
meaning

- to cut-up being to ridicule

someone

or

something by

fantasizing grotesque or absurd situaÈions in which the object of

ridicule must function - than it is in it,s technical

meaning as a

compositional process,
The cut-up method v¡as used in (on?) tlaked
Lunch without the authorrs full awarffi of
ãõetnod he was using" The final form of
Naked Lunch and the juxtaposit,ion of sections
were determined by the order Ín which material
vrerrt - at random - to the printer. l

-L7The above quoÈation

is perhaps too free in its application of

the

term ttcut-up" r f or Burroughs exlplicitly stat.es that cut-up method-

ology requires the conscious control of the artist to be exercised
on t'he organization of what comes ouË of the cut-up 0ro.."",42
Discussions between Gysin and Burroughs led to the lat.terts
adoption of the cut-up technique43

"rr'd

to collaborations such as

The Exterminator and Time. Gysints owrr novel The Process is charac-

terized by a relatively straightforward narrative neither cut-up
nor folded-in although the distrust, of language Gysin and Burroughs
shared

ie expressed in

commcnts

by the novclrs hero, likc:

...I know this whole business (ritualized act,ions)
is a trap which may well be woven of nothing but,

*ords...44

Their collaborations' especially The Exterminator, tend to be directed
asaults on traditional language that is referred to as being

,,n,ir.r""45

"
from which cut-ups can deliver the infected ones (atl humanity).
enigmat,ic

figure,

Hassan

i

Sabbah, mentioned

in all of

The

Burroughsts

novels appears in The Ext,erminator as a mythicized revolutionary adept

iir his use of

random (chance-determined)

action and verbal associaÈion

which prevenLs unwanted alien control forces - in this case, linguisÈic from usurping his individuality (Hassan Í Sabbah v/as an actual historical
personage, the leader

of an IsmaÍli cult

Burroughs uses Sabbah as

known as the

4"""""i.r".46

the symbol of a healthy aspostasy against all

forms of alien control, a masËer of the cut-up f¡ottt meaning! , an
assassin of static syst.ems of all kinds)

'

The Soft Machine, Ticket ThaL Exploded,

Nova Express and The

@,

Wild Boys are novels.which Burroughs wrote with

-18Lhe aid of the cut-up and the fold-in

techniques. Each employs to

a varying degree these techniques and characters in all the books
use the eut-up technique as a vreapon against the forces of alien

control of perceptual reality

as typified by the intergalactic

group of conspirators, the Nova Mob. Hassan i Sabbah is a hero,

an assassin of the word and by extension language:
"..Hassan i Sabbah who wised up the marks to
space and saÍd they [.he mark! could be çEe
and need no guard no other half no word -4 /

If Èhc characters use the cut,-up, as a weapon against intergalactic
reality control then Burroughsts novels, while describÍng the possibility

of ultimat.e victory over that, control also proselytize f.or
the ttrubbing out of the vrordtr by the very method which is used to

create those novels.

,

CHÀPTER

II

Cut-Ups, Fold-Ins and Literary ComposÍLion
The
'eLements

effects of cut-ups

and

fold-ins on the

of lit,eraïy composition - the phrase

become obvious when simply

is usually

and

mosL basic

the sentence -

viewing a cuË-up or fold-in.

dropped altogether, being replaced by Ëhe dash

Punctuation

( - )

which

separates images, phrases and sentences. As periods tend Ëo make

the reader stop to contempLat,e the verity of the thought, or des-

cription which have
Èinue reading as

preceded them, dashes prompt the reader Lo con-

if the thought or description is st,ill continuing.

Actually the cut-up is producing a panorama of descripÈions
each one compressed

ancl thoughts

to its smallest possible size by the author

who

-19selects certain images which best convey the sensual and cerebral
content, present in the original narrative (n"¡" Cut-ups and fold-

ins are very seldom done by Burroughs without a narrat,ive context,
i.c. they are not, used by t,hemselves but in conjunet,ion witir a more
or lcss convcntional narrativc thaL usually prececles a cut-up or
fold-in scction, the narro.tive bcing tho
up or fold-in bases Íts variations).

p.ointi1list,ic.

Logic or linearity

Èhcme upon

which tl'rc cut-

The effect ís atomistic or
(cause and effecÈ) play no part

in the organization of cut-ups because the cut-ups rrdeclarerr
nothing, all declaration eíther precedes or follows Èhe cut-ups in
the narrative.
Sad hand down bacicward Èime track ' Genital
pawn t.icket peeled his stale underwear - Brief
boy on screen laughing my skivíes all the way
down - Whispers of dark streeL Ín Puerto Assis I4eester smiLes through the village wastrel Orgasm siphoned back telegrarn: rJohnny pants downt.
(fhat stale summer dawn smell in the garage - VÍnes
twistÍng through steel - Bare feet in dogts
excrement)+0

'

The above paragraph belongs

trl

Am

to a two-page cut-up

-

ent.iÈled

Dying, !leesË,er?t' from the book by William Burroughs and Allen

Ginsberg, The Yage Letters. It, is one of the few examples of

a

contextless, prefaceless cut-up. However, in terms of the whole
book

this final chapter is an imagist,ic, poeÈic recapiÈulation of

Burroughsts ad.ventures as they were described Èhrough

This does not

mean

his letters.

thaL all the images, phrases and sentences can be

found in the preceding letters (the letters were written between
January 15 and

July B,

in 1960), although

1953,

some

while

Èhe

last chapter was done sometime

of the images are directly attrÍbutable to

-20those letters
Burroughsr s homosexual encounters and thoughts described

in several of hÍs 1eÈt.rs49 recur in what becomes st,ylized

images

of those encounters and thoughts" trBrief boy on screen laughing
skivies all the way downrtr rrJohnny pants downrrandrrGenital

my

pawn

ticket peeled his stale underwearrr are characteristÍc of the encounters even though the Ímages used are not necessarily the ones
used in the originai narrative descriptions.

Fragments of those

phrases properly belong to descrÍptions having little

or nothing to

do with homosexuality but have been transformed by the cut-up

technique so that Èhough they still

contain their connotative sig-

nificance (ttrey retain the meaning with which they were imbued in the
original narrative) they also possess a new denotative significance
(a random juxtaposition of two disparate fragments creates a

ne\.r

image meaníng which denotes something the author wishes to have

expressed). Fragments gain meanÍng rather than 1os.e it..

The more

an image is used in various cut-ups the more meanings it acquires,

a

poetÍc process of meaning accretion" The word ttskiviesrr actually
occurs in Burroughst s relation of the theft of his underwear by
boy who pretended to be a homosexual so as to facilitate

such

robbery.5o rt" image ttst,ale und.erweartt seems to refer back to

a

a
a

dcscription of a seedy loolcing priest who was a character in a documcntary movie. Burroughs simply states his curiosiLy about the mants

sex life making no reference to homosexuality.5l rh"ru is only

reference

1-o

garage in the book and Ít is in conjunction wiÈh
qt

Burroughsrs fantacised love affair with Billy Bradshinkel.-'

one

_2L_
l[cLcgrrrrns iu:c trì j-nr¡rortunL $ou]îcc of cot¡urìul-riciiLj.on

.i-n

)ìurroughsr s Lr¿rvcls. IlÍs troublcs rvi t-ir LItc 1aw wcrc solvc<l by

_53
telbgrams"

An orgasm seems to be representative of a peak sensual

experience. That an orgasm is rrsiphoned b.ack telegram'r índ.icates
that sucir a sexual, sensual experience is both an inter-personal form
of communication and a liberating force.

The telegram statÍng I'Johnny

pants downrr, seems t,o refer to the pidgin English spoken by the

Indians and as Ít takes the ambiguous form of both a

cormnand (Johnny.

Pants down) and a declaration (Johnny Fas hiã pants down) it could

also refer to sexual extortion exacted by the hostile Policia National
with rvhich Burroughs felt threatened.54
Puerto Assis is described as beíng a loathsome towri character-

ized by a degenerat,ion of sociar and ethical standards. The townts
rrdarkness'r is well document.ed with instances of police hostiliÈy'

bureaucratic inefficiency,

a depressÍng environment, theft and i1lne"".55

Burroughs insÍsts that the social situation of Puerto Assis could best

be remedied by an armed take over"56
Èhey returri Lo him in the relative

"r"

impressions of the town

as

calm of his memory are embodied Ín

the ominous, poetic image, r'I^lhispers of dark street in Puerto Assisrr.
ttPleesterrras used in the letters means a foreigner (a non-

Peruvian) who has a greaL deal of money to spend. Usually the rrmeestersrl

are scientists,

explorers oï businessmen. Burrqughs is approached by

Èhe locals, as being a wealÈhy man, arrmeestertt. After five days in

Puerto Assis Burroughs descrÍbed himself as being v¡ell on the rvay co
q?

establishing himself asrra citizen in Èhe capacity of village r./astrel'r.''

22The sent.ence t,hat emerges from the unÍon of a smiling rmeesterrr and

a village wastrel captures t,he image of the dissolute but moderately
influenÈial character Burroughs, himself, was.
trvines twisting through steelrr is an image motif to

¡^¡hÍch

Burroughs, although varying it often, returns again and again in his

rr'ritÍng, using it as a symbol of the entropic florv of civilization
rvhaÈ

the airthor pictures as it,s gradual de-evolution.

in

Its use in this

cut-up, arong with t'sad hand down the backward time trackrr, rrGenital
par.rn

ticketrr and |tBare feet, in dogrs excrementrr, actually comes from

the inclusion of non-determinate (non-textual) elements into the
creation of cut-ups. once the necessiÈy of teleological pattern is
removed from the narrative-d.irecting rules of literary
Èhe artist

composition,

is granted. an extended creat,ive freedom wherein he is free

not only to create a narrative without contingent. reference t.o causeand-effect, Aristotelian thought, but he is also free to create permutations of what could be t.ermed ilmemory arËifacts" (image fragments
v¡hich the reader remembers as being part, of that part.icular workrs

narrative) through addition of appropriate, non-determinate (nontextual) image fragments. The

rtmemory

artifactsrr mixed with non-

determinate image fragment.s creates an added d.imension of desirable

ambiguity" Images st,i11 retain their connotative value whÍ1e beÍng
enhanced by their union with non-determinate but conscÍousIy selected

image elements. rn this way 'r Am Dying, Meester?, becomes noÈ ;

definitive

recapitulation of Burroughsrs eleven letters but an organic

image system whÍch generally summarizes the content of the letters by

23fairly

conventional impressionism although the 1inear tÍme

is foregone and some

ne\^r

scheme

images are added to broaclen l-he scope of

the cut-up" The images Èhat are added appear to be images conjured
up Ín the author's mind by a rereadÍng and re-experiencing of his
l-cxL. Thcy a::e

¿rdcled

as expressÍonist.Íc cor¡nentary upon i-hc

own

imo.gcs

alread.y experienced by the reader.

rn his novels Burroughs uses cut-ups ior various ends,
poetic,

some

hypnotic, some strictly

narrat,ive. The Ticket

some

That.

Exploded is perhaps one of Burroughsts most accessible books in that

it follows a fairry

straight,forward prot outline"

cut-ups are

more

determinate (based on t.extual elemenÈs) in this novel than the abovementioned section from The Yage Letters.
The man was smiling, flapping vapor lilce
swamp smê1l - fliclcer back to a customs
shed in South America - (r'Fiïst we must r.rrite

rusty
'

the ticket,r') - Feeling the quick pants of

munrny

-

goosed his ass - carbine leaning against. one rvall burning orgasm - wÍnd voices beside masturbating
pallet on the floor -58

This cut.-up is a collage of images structured by a linear
tÍ-me system; there Ís a definite linear sequence of ever¡.ts as presented.

by the images'. As to the image fragments used, they are solidly based
in a narrative segment occurring four pages earlier.
rr.."i

am a stranger here - i am sorïy if - i do not
know your lawsrr - The guard was smiling too - a
slow familiar smile lÍke: trPerhaps you donrt go
into the prison if'r - flashed backed to custoins
shed in South America - Ali bent over a chair feeling
quick pants of the young policeman on his naked back The carbine leaning agaínst one ¡vaIl sharp and clear
in the flash bulb of orgasm - "So'j^- he thought

ttthings aïe not dÍfferent herett -)Y

-24Slight changes arc made in the images so as to give them the appearance
The rrguardrr becomes the indefinite

of gradually fading memory pictures.
trnanrr rvho exudes

a smell rather than speaking; r'flashed backrt

changes

Èo rrflicker backtt; "flash bulb of orgasmrr is reduced to rrburning

orgasmrr; the phrase 'tthe young policeman on his naked back'r met.amor-

phoses to
by a

ttmummytt

memory

indicat,ive of a change in the experÍence as induced

which tends to reduce complex experÍential phenomena to

image atoms (indeed, even the image of attmunrnyrtseems to embody the

reductÍon of a multiplícity

to a singularity).

The adjectives rrsharp

and clear" describÍng the carbine are omitted. altogether.

ItFirst

we

must write the t,ickett' is an enigmatic sent,ence which seems to echo

of Burroughs's thoughts on the nature of language and rearity.
The t'ticketrr referred to is the rrticketrr that. occurs throughout the
some

_60
novel-and Èhat is symbolic of the admission ticket humans must

purchase to enter into the life

of the community (society in general),

the purchase. price being their submission to the rules of línguist.ic
communication. Burroughsrs

owr¡,

rejection of the body and its inherent

AI

rr¡1"*"rr"' such as a desire for sensual pleasure as epitomized by the
sex drive (hetero - or homosexual), Ís displayed as he depicts the

sordid extortion of a sexual experience as being the result of the
cont,rol power given to

some

people over others by the very cxistencc

of tickets - in this case, goveïnmental papers of travel - which can
permit or forbid human acÈion (tickets
sense, meaning and reality).

þordll

ËhaÈ make

þr re-makg

To purchase the correct ticket,

favorable words, Ali had to forfeit

his freedom of iviII-

Èhe

ôtr

-LJ-

rrGoosed

his ass'r is a detail not present in the original

description of Lhe event and is added to give concretion to the
passage. The inclusion of such non-textual Ímages indicaces that
the writer of any descriptive narratíve is selecting details he at
that particular moment feels best to convey the conscious (¡oth
sensual and cerebral) appreciation of his experience but that the

selection could be alt,ered Èo include addltional details if the
writer wishes to describe a re-experiencÍng of the evenÈ as through
the workings of memory. In this manner, the writ.er using the cut-up
technique can re-create any experience as a theme which, by the

inclusion of exÈra images, is submitted to compositional variations
as Burroughs has saÍd, 'tall of which are interesting and valid in their
own

right".62 Th. cut-up is inclusive raÈher than being exclusive of

nerv Ímages and image connections"

The final

cut-up of images demonstrates how images "shÍft
63
sense, rl- for in rr...wind voices beside masturbating pallet on Èhe f loorrl
the audial image of trwind voícesrt take on a physical location - i'beside
masturbating pallettt - gíving the'audial phenomenon a sensual or visual

dimensíon. This cut-upts effect is coloristic;

it colors the passage

with an eerie ephemerality as suggested by trwind voicesrt, placing the
cnLi.re crrt-up setimcnt j.n the real.ni of a transito::y drearn,

hal,

l,ucin¡ríorr

or memory. Burroughs has saíd of his wrÍtÍng shaped by cut-ups:

quite deliberately addressing myself to
the whole area of what, we call dreams. Precisely
what. is a {ream? A certain juxt.aposition of word

"".I

am

and image.64

-26That the cut-up is suggestive of the preceding passage of narrative
i'¡hich itself Ís a I'flashbaclt'r sparlced by Alirs encounter l¡ith the
guard. gives the reader the inÈimat.ion of the cycric and infinite

nature of consciousness as perception, contemplation, memory and
projection as ít deals ivith reality.
rvhaL Burroughs terms rtassocÍatÍon

The cut-up creates precÍsely
atr

bloclcsrr.t' rmages extract,ed from

a narrative and ûsed in a cut-up conjure up the effect of Ëhe entire
preceding narrative, the images rrmeaning, by association what the

narraiive erlplicitly

has st,at.ed" cut-ups therefore become a

com-

positionally useful method for they provid.e Burroughs with a technique
rvhereby lengthy narrative passages may be recalred by the random
1

juxtaposition of several images which rrmearÌrt by association through
the complex lines of

memory v¡hat

the original narrative rmeantrr oï

said" Burroughs can thereby create situations, characters

ancí

descriptions with vast essociative resonances echoing back throughout
tire entire narrative and even to different works which have used
similar images (the non-cut-up narrative quoted. on page 23 contaÍns
traceable resonances of The Yage Letl-ers and the poetic cut-up, rrr

Am

tâ.

DyÍng, Meester?."" thus giving the corpus of Burroughsrs writing
1-ype

of organic unity).

a

cut-upq provide a convenient compositional.

method for the description of memory processes, the description beÍng
more rtrealrr or mimet,ic than one tracing Ëhis kind of thought through

a linear, cause-and effect sequence.
Cut-ups also provide Burroughs with a method of organizÍng his
conventional narrative passagcs. Selecting from the welter of dialogue

-27words, phrases and sentences, Burroughs can recapitulate long sections

of dialogue in the readerrs mÍnd by use ofrrassociation blocks,,mentioneci above. Burroughs often writes dialogue in which ihe speaherrs

voice shifts from character to character without any punctuation
delimiting the extent of the different charactersi speech"
narratorrs comments ent,er and exit
traditional

The

with no change being noted through

syntactical arrangement,s which denote such iransitions

from characÈer to narraÈor. Burroughsrs dialogues occasionally
resemble his conscíously performed cut,-ups. Cut-ups can be employed

to rearrange these dialogues into a linear form of verbalizat.ion
without falsifying

the original dialogues' effects and recapitulate

by Itassociation blocks'r the preceding dialogues in an orderly fashion
thereby restrucÈuring those díalogues in the ieaderrs

memory.

So pack your ermines, Mary - Write back to
the old folks at home - you see this happen before three thousand years of that old ace in the hole There was something had to happen and it happened
somehow - The Public is gonna take the place apart He went away but irm here still - To quÍet the marks He just said!ti'm tireci of you and itm checking ouirrAnd they may flash the marks quiet - But boy the
pipes and the pipes are calling - When you call Him
just to raise the price of a t.icket - Call the Doc
twice? - He quiets you - Herets the Doc now - That
old ace in the hole? Good bye old paint irn aleaving
Cheyenne - Ghost writing in the slcy l-rip that you're
gonna take - This "Green Dealrr - Push me down the
tone scale baby, down in the hole?? In the bread
line, Jack - Pigk up that heavy metal - Adiós Dontt want it -o/

This segment of The Ticket That Exploded contains dialogue
fragments from the five pages preceding it"

Again r,¡hile noc all of

the fragment.s of the cut-up are direcËly at.tributable to those

-28preceding pages, the effect of the passage due to Burroughsts

careful selection of suitable fragments is Lhe recalling of those
five pages in a more linearly structured form than that in which
they first

appeared"

Some

of the fragments are lyrics from popular

songs which Burroughs has a penchant for quoting for humorous

effect"

The following is the list

counLerparts from those fit"

of traceable fragments and their

p"g"".68

cut-uP

originar Narrative

- So paclc your ermines, Mary

-

So pack your ermines, Mary (p" 140)

- you scc thie irappen

-

i I ve seen this ha¡rpcn bcf o::cr (¡r- 1.110)

iref

orc

(I've seen this happen before)
on I'lercury where vre put out a

Cool Issue (p" 140)

-

But boy the pipes the pipes

-

Cuntville U.S.A" (p"

are calling
-

three thousand years of that
old ace in the hole

(nut boy the pipes are calling),

-

138)

(three thousand years) in

shorv

business (p. 140)
You can take your (old acc in
uhe hole) to Walgreenrs (p" 139)

-

The Public is gonna take the

place apart,

- The public is gonna take the
place apart (p"

140)

Theytll (t,ake the place
apart) (p. I40)

-29Cut-uD
-

OrÍginal Narraiive

To quiet the marks

Yes when the going gets really

rough they call in the Old Doctor

(to quiet the marks) (p"
- And they may flash the

-

marks quiet

Stïictly

140)

from money that theyrve

losL (and they may flash) a big
word line (p. 139)

-

- CalI the old doctor twice? (p" I3B)

CaIl the Doc twice?

- He quiets you

-

Because if you call the Old Doctor

twice (he quiets you) (p" f4I)
- Herets the Doc now
-

Good bye

old painL itm

-

rtHerets the Doc now¡' (p" 141)

-

trMarks? I¡Jhat marks?rr (i'm aleaving)

},lartin (p.

aleaving Cheyenne

-

Ghost writing in the sky

trip Lhat yourre

gonna

-

take

139)

grade B Hollywood, (ghost writing

in the sky)"

The door

(p"

138)

- And all the trMr. LlarÈinsrr rvon't
do you a bit of good on the (trip
Èhat you're gonna take) (p" 138)

_ This ilGreen Dealrr?

-

ttr^Ihatrs (this green deal?) (p" 141)

- I,Ihat's this from Florida up -

('What's this) green deal? (p" 14I)

to the old North Pole?

(From Florida up to the old North Pole)

cover your bets or take your rvelching

two-bit business to Walgreenrs (p" 138)

30Original Narraiive

Cut-un

- Push me down Èhe t,one scale - I^lhatrs this ("Tone Scale'r??) (p" f40)
you trying to push me dor'¡n che
baby, down in the hole? ?
tone scale, baby? (p" LîL)

In the bread line, Jack

You got the Big Fix (dor^¡n in the

hol'e) (p. 138) be (in tirc

brc¿rcl

line) (p.138)
But as word dust falls they'11

be

(in the bread line) v¡itirout clothcs
or a dime (p. I39)
OuL (in the bread line) rvithout

clothes or a dime the rvhole suclting
lot of you strictly

from: Adiós (p"

You see, son, in Lhis busÍness You

always have to find an angle or
you'1-1 be (in the bread line) with-

out clothes or a dÍme"""(p" L42)

-

- Adiós (p.

Adi6s

- Dontt want iÈ
Some

-

We

139)

(don't want it) (pp" 1.39, f41)

words aïe not used in their original syntactical

surroundings at a1l buL provided with new ones altogether"

The term

rrheavy metalrtis used three times (pp" 138, L4L, 143) in the five pages

but Burroughs chose to use it in a different form in the cut-up.
Heavy metal is an addicting substance which the Nova }lob has been

139)
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selling and as the porice, the ltNova Heatrr, are chasing the

mob

off che planet ít is being forced to gather its belongings Èogether
including its heavy metal. The planetrs populace is rejecting the
Mob and iÈs drug, hence, ttpick up that. heavy metar - Adiós - Donrt
rvanË it -rt"
The name rtJackrr is used only once (p" L4Ð ín the
five pages one sentence aft,er, r'you Lrying to push me doi,¡n the
Ëone scale, baby?'r Two fragments are insert,ed betv¡een that sentence

and ttJackrt thereby ret,aining approximately the same textual relation-

ship of rrJackrt to the quoted sentence.
song fragments are interpolated Ínto the cut-up to give the
segment a humorous t.one. r'write back to the old folks at homgrr,

rrBut boy the pipes the pipes are callingrr, rrGood bye ord paint
i'm

aleaving cheyennett and rrrn the bread 1iner are alI lyrics from popular
songs. Fragments of these fragments occur in the textrs five pages
(rrirm aleaving't (p. 139); trln the bread linetr (pp" 138, 139, L4Ð)
while the others are non-t,extual fragmenÈs. I'Ghost writing in the sky"
also occurs in tte text (p. 138) and iÈ contaÍns a pun on ihe

song

line?tGhost. riders in trre skytr" The effect on the song fragment

interpolaÈion is to give the cut-up a great.er dimension of colloquial
dictíon than iË, theretofore would have had.
several fragments have no basis in the text whatever

and

have been added by Burroughs to effect a gïeater linear coherence to
Èhe cut-up.

rtThere was something had to happen and it happened soi¡ehorvrl

asserts the fact that. even the Nova Mobts techniques of control are
fallible

and Èhat the mob is now being evict,ed as much because of

their fallibility

as because of the approach of the Nova police.

nHe

.
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\^¡ent away

but i'm here still"

refers to the retreat of the

mobrs

rrl'lr- Bradly Mr" Martinrr who leaves his confederates
to continue the
mobts operations and possibly be arresÈed ¡vhi1e he protects himself:
rrHe

just said tÍtm tired of you and irm c.hecking outr"'u The sentence

fragment ttwhen you call Him just to raise the price of a ticicet'r is

indicaÈÍve of some of the dialogue in which

mob members r¡rere accused

of inefficiency in their businesses (pp" 138-139) and

horv because

of

such failures one member calrs rHim' (¡,tr" Bradly Mr. Martin) for

transportation money to get. him off the planet.

These non-textual

fragments are added to give a linear coherence to the cut-up.
The entire cut-up segment is introduced by a statement on
how to conduct mob business effiiiently.

rn the statement the

one

tenet a mobster is to keep in mind at, all times is that he, himself,
should not become tied (addicted) to doing business but that he
should be prepared to leave his business and iLs profits at a moment¡s

notice thereby protecting the most vit,al part of his operation,
himself:

rrKeep

your bag packed at all t,imes and ready to travel or, -,,99

Thus the opening line of the cut-up is perfectly appropriate to the

preceding paragrapht s discussion. The cut-up summarizes the narrative

up to that point in a relatively

straight,forward manner. A partial

reversal has taken place in the usual application of the cut-up
method, for the cut-up segment, in this case is actualry the rÍnear

narrative while the preceding five pages, arthough they are generarly
a linear progression of events, are variations on the
presented in the cut-up.

elenrent.s

The cut,-up fragments are diminuËions or

truncations of the original fragment themes but these reduced
erements are arranged in a manner which indicates the tightly

con-

'trolled cut-up provided the themes on which the preceding narrative
appears to be a sequence of elaborate variations.

rn evidence in

this cut-up is the fact that cut-ups are not nêcessarily

composed

solely of images but. of nabstractrt words, as well, even though the
rvords are only one and two syllables long ("aleavingt' ís three

syllables) and are quite referentially
actions:

concrete referríng to physícal

rrwritetlr rrhappenrtr tttakett, rrwentrrr ttcalltt, rtleaverr.

Burroughs has said that he controls what goes into a cut-up although

he does not control what comes orrt]O meaning that the 'rplanned
accidentstt are indeed accidents but that the accidents may or may not
be chosen to be reincorporated int.o the narrative.

i' ;:":": ï:,årnål!,

(ff"Ï"T

";ì.':.,:";":#ï,

fit what comes out of the cut-uDs back into
a narrative structrrru. 7l
The selection and arrangement of materials is
quite conscious but there is a random factor
by which I obtain the material which I use
then, -çe1ect and work over into an acceptable
t¿
form-

".I follow the channels opened by the rearrangement of the text" This is the most
important function of the cut-up. I may take
a page, cut it up, and get a whole new idea
for straight narrative, and not use any of the
cut-up material at all, or I.rmay use a sentence
or two of the actual cut-up. /J
The result of the cut-up method in this example is that Èhe narrative

is outlined after-the-facÈ, the author having selected and pieced
t,ogether the fragment,s with randomness or chance playing very little

_34part in the cut-uprs creation"

The effects of this type of cut-up

ere very much a part of the compositional intentions of an author
like Ken Kesey who attempLs to produce a narralive of concentric
circularity
phenomena

rather than linear d.irectedness (teleological order) of
in his novel Sometimes,a Great Notion" Cut-ups allow

Burroughs to choose chance image relations or controlled ones,

linearity

or non-linearÍty,

textual or non-textual fragments.

In the fntroduction Burroughsrs indebtedness to the collage
and photomontage was mentioned. Burroughs occasionally creates verbal

collages as poetic artifacÈs which are incorporated into the narrative
as aesthetic objects in themselves as well as panoramic descriptions
scanning past., present and fuÈure realities

and consciousness and the

interrelatíonships of words and images" The following is an example

of this type of cut-up"

'

Ali dressed hasLily and slipped out Board members, look, the streets are emPty Young faces melted the law, turned slow circles
on roller skates - Nova Police look at the
wired color sunrise - Errand boy floating on
eddies of red and green alighted in slow-motion
flashes of clear atmosphere - The gravity pull
was light.er - does not know the frequency of
junk - marble sÈreets and copper domes Darkened eyes of pagc boys in claborate physical
skin put his financial staLus out in thc
streets - East St" Louis'music on chirping call l{is genitals werc voiccs out into othcr dressing
rooms - long silver thread thaÈ extcndcd in
flash erections back and forth - srvitch to
office of a-garage - sharp desire held the
membrane - /+
The cut-up, introduced by the sentence I'A1i dressed hastily

and slipped outrt, at first

seems

to carry on the sequence of events

îtr

beginning six pages earlier in which Ali awakesrrin a sirange b.ci,,.75
An effect of déjà uu is achieved by repeating the action five pages

later"

Five pages before the cut-up are found the fragments, "Ali
dressed. hastily - Tucking his shirÈ he slipped out into the American
1C,

suburbtt.'" The cut-up reduces the fragments to atoms of meaning,
two act,ions: dressing hastily and slipping out.

Several of the

fragments in the êut-up are directly traceable to the preceding

six pages of text. .However, others are not and the interminglÍng
of textual and non-textual fragments in thÍs particular cut-up
combined with the further fragmentation of the original fragments

(Burroughs cut some of his images into smaller pieces between

one

and three words long) gives the overall effect of a verbal image

collage.

There is no at,tempt, made as there was in the previous

cut-up t.o impose a lineariËy, a teleological order on this series
of images, image fragments and double images. There is no attempt
to recapitulate the preceding narrative as a function of conscious
memory. The juxtaposít,ion of certain image fragment.s being the result

of randomness or chance seems designed to achieve the effect of the
experience of a sensual, experiential Èotality rather than simply

the presentation of an atomistic image collage" Burroughsts stat.ement that images change trsenserr under the cut-up scÍssor"77 ,"
demonstrated by the cut-up-produced. sentence, t'His genitals rvere

voices out into other dressing roomrt, as the tactile t'genitalstrare
transformed into audial t'voicestr in a visual location of .other
dressing roomsrr. The non-1inear, non-Leleological sequence of images

1t
-JO-

in this cut-up compositÍon is closer in intent to the aleatoric
musical composers, Ear1e Brown and John Cage, whom Burroughs mentions
as havingtrcarried the cut-up much further in music than þe, himself,

in writing".'"

h"l

1A

This type of cut-up is a poetic object incorpo-

raÈed into the narrat.ive more t.o focus the readerts attention on the

aesthetic integrity of all images - not simply images collected in
an arbitrary rtaesthet,ic ordertr - than to further the narrativets
ploL"
Burroughsrs most recently published novel, þ[l!!

Boy,"'

contains a variation on the cut-up t.echnique in which sma1l sections
of linear narrative are'juxÈaposed by the use of described objects
Èhat precede each narrative section which itself

may or may not

be the product of a cut-up. This technique is similar to the foldin technique. The following is one of five such cut-up chapters- It
is quoted in its entirety so as to retain the cut-uprs syrnmetry.
The Pennv Arcade Peep

I.

Show

A round red Christmas tree ornament going away-..Indian
boy with bright red gums spits blood under Èhe purple dusk
of Lima.
trFighL tuberculosis folksrr"
Christmas Eve.."An old junky selling Christmas seals on North
Clark Street. The itPriestr|they called him.
t?Fight tuberculosis fglkstt"

2" Two round ornamenÈs going avray one blue one green.""fading train
whistles blue arc lights flickering empty streets half buried in
sand"""jel1y in green brown rectal flesh twisting finger turns to
vine tendril ass hairs spread over the tide flats.".sea weed...
green pullman curtains"..blue prep school clothes.
3. Three ornaments going away red, blue, green"."Holly wreaths, red
ribbons, children bobbing for apples...It rvas getting late and no
money to score he turned into a side street and the lake rvinci hiL
him like a knife...a lost street of brick chimneys and slate
roofs...heavy .blue silence.."lawn sprinklers srunmer golf course
"..The Green Hat folded on her knee.

-374.

Four ornaments going away recl, b1ue, green, golcl...freckles,
leaves, smoky red moon over the river
rrl{hen the autumn weather turns the leaves to flame
And I haven't got time for the waiting game'r.

autumn

Cab stopped just ahead under a street light and a boy got out with
a suitcase thin kid in blue prep school clothes familiar face the
"Priestrt told himself watchÍng from a doorway reminds me of something
a long time ago the boy there with his overcoat unbuttoned reaching
into his pants pochets for cab fare...blue magic of all movies in
remembered kid standing at the attic window waving to a train...a
sighing sound the empty room...distant smell.of weeds in vacant lots
little green snakes under rusty iron...pirate chests pieces of eÍght
on golden sands...urine in stravr.""the Traveller walks on and on
through the plaín of yellow grass" He stops by a deep black pool.
A yellow fish turns in the dark water"
1"

Red ornament coming in.".red

Ieg hairs rubbing rose wall paper
tree"..1ight years arvay the
under
the
Christmas
terrier
"""Irish
pale skies fall apart. T"B" waiting at the next stop" Spit blood
at dav¡n" I wasvaiting there.
ttDoc Harrison. They called merr
Led the way up.."stairs v¡orn red carpeting...smell of sÍckness
is in the room.

¿-

Two ornament,s coming in one blue one green".,blue evening
shadows a cool remote Sunday.""dead stars drifting"""twisting
coming in green brown rectal flesh grass stains on brown knees.

Three ornaments coming in red, blue, green,""smell of roses,
carbolic soap"".there was nothing for me to do. Spit blood
at, dawn" Agony to remember the words. . .rtToo l atert . . .German
living loom outside the China blue northern sky drifting clouds
...bad seascapes of the dying medical student.
rrA schnapps I thinlc Frau Underschnittrt.
Room over the florist
shop flower smell green curtains...He rvas
a caddy it, seems. His smile across the golf course.
4.

Four ornaments coming in red, blue, green? go1d...heart pulses
in the rising sun...smeIl of raw meat.."the heretic spits
boiling blood...l8th Century room..-sno\,r at a latticed window
.".fire in the hearth...An old gentleman wrapped Ín red
shawls is measuring laudanum into a medicine glass...
Have you seen Patapon Rose?,..blue shadows in the attÍc
room...the boyrs picture is framed in forget-me-nots...
dust on the broken greenhouse...in the ruined garden a pool
is covered with green s1ime.".thin blond boy.""sunlight
in pubÍc hairs...I remember daffodils and yellorv wallpaper
.."a gold wat,ch that played nSilver Threads Among Èhe Goldrr.".

10
-J(J-

arl

otd book with gilt

eclges--.Ín goldcn Ie.tl,crs. " "Thc SLrcct-

of Cirance"

the school play"
Dim far away the Star of Bethlehem from
19

peep show chapters are chaxacLerÍzed
The five pennv,Arcacle

the chapters containing
by a synmetry of structure and imagery' all
ornaments (colored pin wheels;
symbols similar to the moving colored
pyramids;coppercoils;eggs;objecÈsandscenes)oÏnon-Verbalsynrbols
indicates what Lhey
(.qso*; 1¿'// ; A )" The t'itle of these chapters
as if the
a series of images which apPear and disappear
show' A collage effect is
images \{ere a part of an arcade peep
images" However' the
achieved by this juxtaposition of disparate

contain:

imagesarealsobalancedastot'heircolorsandtheirrelationships
onetoanotherandÈhecentralnarrativepassageframedbythetwo
brue, green and gord of
cut-up sec'ions. The ornaments corored red,
thefirstcut-upcorresporrdtothecoloredornamentsofthesecond
cut-upalthoughthedirectionoftheirmotionisopposite.Thecolors
the images the ornaments
of the ornamefì.ts correspond to the colors of
introduce.Aredornafnentintroducesimagesofredgums,bloodand
Blue and green
tuberculosis atl. associated visually with rednessornaments introduce blue arc lights'

blue prep school clothest green

brownrectalfleshrvinest.seaweedandgreenpullmancurÈains'This
color association pervades the entire quoted chapter'
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Many of the images are non-textual in source yet othcrs

are rcminiscent of images alreacly

"".rr80

or foreshadowing

images

not yet seen. The slate roofs and scenes from a golf course
occurred earlier in The WiId Boye"Blrhu essence of the cut-ups,

itself,

the juxt,aposition of the aged and the young, the old junlsy

and the rtthin kid in blue prep school clothesril predicÈs the

narrator, who pictures himself
boys and finally

as-

aging, at first

viewing the wild

joining them; he rejects the addicting life of

aging with its trMan is made to submit and obeyr,82 rrrlu for the

apparently destructive but actually vital,

dynamic and evolutionary

code estabLished by Hassan i Sabbah by rvhich the wild boys live,

trNothing is Èrue. Everything is permit.ted".83 ,nu tone of longÍng

thaL is captured by The Penny Arcade Peep Show is indicative of

Èhe

narratorrs own Longing to escape the confines of his society änd his
language. Images like tta sighing sound the empty roomrt placed side
by side create a reverie in which the rtPriesLt str flicker
takes on the touching quality of

man who

of

has lost his youth

memory
and. who

sees a glimpse of iL in a passing boy"

."'.faniliar face the ItPriesttt Èold himself
watching from a doorway reminds me of something long time ago the boy there with his
overcoat unbuttoned reaching into his pants
for the cab fare. " "blue magic of all movÍes
in remembered kid standÍng at the attic
window waving to a train...Õ4
The cut-up technique providing Burroughs with an explored method of re-

creating a collage of consciousness through images of recollection,
contemplation and projection allows the author to creaËe a poetÍc

-40sequence of images which are intended to transcend the exigencies

df a linear narrative so as to provide a symbolic confrontation of
youth and age through imagistic rtassociation blocks" supplied by the
image fragmenLs used in that cut-up.

A similar t,echnique was used

by Jean Toomer in the creation of his novel t=-g8' in which dÍsparate
narrat,ive segments are interspersed with poems reflecting the mystical
elements expressed throughout. the narrative but using textual

and

non-textual symbols rather than explicit statemenÈ.
'
As approximately the first half of The Wíld Boys is a series
of I'routirr"""86 similar in Lheir organizaFional effect to the routine
serÍes used in the composition of Naked Lunch but different in that
a fairly

comprehensible and soberly-treated theme runs throughout
t

these dissimilar chapters in The I^lild Boys, the cut-up sections

become

poetic nodes of image consciousness that permit the reader to formulate tlassociat,ion blockstr of thought rather than be forced to
assimilate explicitly

stated relationships"

The advantage of this

facet of the cut-up method is that Burroughs does not have to express
his characterst relationships in terms of a psychology which may or
may

not be correct or a symbolism which may be too ambiguous due

unavoidable literary

Èo

or religious allusions inherent in the words

employed to describe that relationship"

Cut-ups presenË, such

relationships and their correlations with images suggest.ive of these
relationships as facts; explanation or justification

of the relation-

ships by psychological theories of motivation or the manipulation of
archetypal symbols becomes unnecessary and irrelevant,

The images

-4Tare facts; the relationships are facts, facts Ëhat Burroughs selects
and edits and which the reader must, accept as existing within the

In this

real¡u of the authorrs imaginary world created in thc tcxt"

way the images become the focus of attention, focused upon by the

removal of linear connect.ions which would tend to require of the
images a teleological justification

for their relationships to

one

another. Focusing is achieved by the cut-up which Ehrqarts the imposition of linearíty or t,eleological order by it.s own

randomness

of forming image connections. This does not mean that The Penny
Arcade Peep Show is simply a compilation of many images without an

order of any kind - Burroughsts conventionality was demonstrated
in the Introduction to the cut-up method - but that its order is
contained within the imagest similarities

not their rtmeaningsrr.

Blue arc lights and blue prep school clothes do not have the
referents in reality;
noL trmeanrt clothes.

similarity,

arc does not

rtmeantt

same

prep school and lights

do

The blueness of the two objects, the objectst

defines the limit of their relationship in terms of

a

linear order, yet. t,o express this relationship in terms of the limiting factor ís tautological: blue arc lights and blue prep school
clothes are the

same

color.

The expressed relationship is

made

redundant because of the objects themselves and that, verbal expression

of the relationship is hardly poetry cjr indeed expressive of anything
at all"

Burroughsrs use of the cut-up juxÈaposes two images rvith

a similarity

- their color - so as to verbally "paintrt a mood in-

dicative of the narrative-

In that the first

half of the novel is

+2composed

of a series of narrative sections which themselves create

a mood and which cont.ain a similar theme - subversive rebellion provided in a picaresque or epísodic form, the cut-up t'Peep

Showt'

sections can be viewed as structurally transit,ional to the flow of

the narrat,ive but, viable in that they cont,inue the

mood

of that

narrat,ive in a different mode or dimension of verbal expression,

i"e. symmetrical poetic collage"
The

fold-in technÍque of 1íterary composítion is actually

an offshoot of the cut-up, its only difierence being thaÈ it is
accomplished without

scissors.

Pages

folded Ín half are placed side

by side and intersecting lines are read^. In practice this technÍque

is

seldom used and

As

with cut-ups, an opportunity for usÍng images, phrases and

only one example of its use shall be

sentences from other authorsr works

examined.

is provided by the fold-in.

Thus

literary allusions are transformed to compositional inclusions of
materials from various authors. In Èhe following example Burroughs
makes no attempt

to conceal the identity of the author

whose

he'folds into his

own

ín the novel.

also includes the fold-in as a teaching

He

writing

but actually includes the author as a character

Brief for the First

t,echnique.

Hearing

Biologic Counselors must be writers that
is only writers can qualify since the function
of a counselor is to create facts that ruill tend
to open biologic poteiEG for his client - One
of the greaÈ early counselors was Franz Kafka and
his briefs are still standard - The student first
writes hís own brief then folds his pages dor^¡n the
middle and lays it on pages of Kafka relevant to
the case in hand - (ft is not always easy to say

-43what is and is not relevant) - To indicate
the method here is a brief. for The First
Hearing in Biologic Court: - A preparation
derived from one page of Kafka passed through
the studentts brief and the original st.atement
back and forth until a staËement of biologic
position emerges - From thís original statement
the student must. now expand his case Quote from

lhe !r:þ! - Franz Kafka

ItI fancyrrt said the man who vras stylishly
dressed, rtthat, the gentlemants faíntness is due to
the atmosphere here - You see itrs only here that
this gentleman feels upset, not in other places -rr
Accustomed as they were to the office air felt ill
in the relatively fresh air that came up from the
stairway - They could scarcely answer him and the
girl might have fallen if K had not shuL Lhe door
with the utmost, haste - He had already, so he
would relate, won many similar cases either outright or partially - That was very important for
the first impression made by the defense frequently
determined the whole course of subsequent proceedings Especially rvhen a case they had conducted was suddenly
taken out of their hands - That was beyond all doubt
the worst thing that coul$ happen to an advocate Not that a client ever dismissed an advocate from Èhe
case - For how could he keep going by himself once
he had pulled in someone to help him? - But it did
sometimes happen that a case took a. turn where the
advocate could no longer follow it. - The case and
the accused and everything vras simply withdrawn from
the advocate - Then even the best connection with
officials could no longer achieve any result - For
even they knew nothing - The case had simply reached
the stage where further assistance vlas ruled out It had vanished into remoLe Ínaccessible courts rvhere
even Èhe accused was beyond Ëhe reach of an advocate The advocatets room r{as in the very top atÈic so that
if you stumbled through the hole your leg hung dor'nr
into the corridor attic iO the very corridor vhere
the clients had to wait -87
The above. quoted section is the product of a somelvhat diluted

fold-in

process v¡herein a group

of

sentences from The

Trial

rvere simply

-44incorporated inÈo t,he text of Nova Express. The organí zation

of.

these sentences into the form in which they are seen in the fold-in
rvas achieved by the cut-up technique. Burroughsrs narrative in

Brief for the First Hearing states that, the quote of Kafka he is
about, to make is ttone page of Kafkatt although that, one page is

actually composed of sentences from chapters three and seven Èheir sections on The offices and Lawyer - which have been cut

up

t,o produce that page (the page numbers of the sentences guoted are
Èhe following: pp" 85, 86, 90, L43,153, 1541 145)"BB ,r, rhe fo11ow-

ing section, the stud.entrs actual fold-in-prod.uced brief is quoted
by Burroughs to demonstrate how a law student learns from one of the
ttgreaÈ earl-y counselorsrtr Franz Kafka, by folding in his own brief

with that of a master lawyer which subsequent.lyttinformstr the student,ts
work with the masterrs str.ucture and direction.

Brief for First Hearing //
Case of Life Form A

They somet.imes mutat.e to breathe trheretr - The
gentl-eman ís Biologic Court, Build.iifl¡sre'r
You see itrs only rrhererr fixes any case for the
Ovens - Not in other places - after buying the

relatí.vely fresh air - Life Form A arrives on
worst thing that could happen to a space craft Life Form A breathes from aËmosphere of alíen
planet. - Form A direcÈs all behavior withdrar*.n
from Èhe advocate inËo channels calculated to
no longer achieve health and interest of the host The case had simply reached t,o space stage Assistance was ruled out - Even Èhe accused was
beyond years - Life Form Ars room was in the very
top trl fancytt, said Èhe man who was on alien
planet, rrthat crippled faintness was due to the
toxygenr - There is no toxygent this gentleman
feels but by invading and occupying 'the office
airr they can convert the^loxygent up from the
stairway of Life Form 8".óY (see
appendix one)

-45The studcntrs bricf - obtained by folding tl-¡e l(aflca cluoLc
and his own brief and reading the result for useful struètural and

descripÈive senÈences - is a parody of legalistic

argunents by

semanLics. However, the Nova Mob controls populations and enÈíre
planeÈs by precisely such manipulations of language which has

become

prescriptive rather than descripÈive of reality and therefore the
brief 's trplayingrr with language (Kafkats original rrtruerr brief ) the
student is able to ttcreatetr facts that'hill

tend to open biologic

pot,entials for his clienttr. The source of the fold-in in the case
establishes the verity of the fold-

as presented withÍn Enëpress

in

produced

brief by association. Fol-d-ins are therefore a useful

device in terms of the novelr s plot.

A similar effect is seen in the structuring of Èhe novel
as Burroughsr folding in sections of other authorst writing éan

create new permutations of meaning with well-known literary materíals,
thereby adding nuarrces to those material-s. Fold-ins also provide his
own

writing with

unambiguous

literary allusions,

unambiguous because

the desired fragments of other auÈhors' writing are directly
creatively incorporated into Burroughsrs

own

buË

narrative rather than

alluded to second-hand by paraphrase or sinrply quoted verbatim for

the sake of accuracy. In this way, too, the corpses of word
1-ong entombed

in the well-read

revivified, given

new

pages

of

some

life by giving those

r.ritten world) in which to live.

images

authorrs writing can be

Ímages a new

world (a

Fold-in material, often regrouped

by the cut-up technique before being used with Burroughsrs narrative

-46texË, like the cut,-up technique becomes a viable method of composi-

tion, for it gives Burroughs

new images, phrases, sentences and

even thoughts as they are expressed

writer can create" Again, the
Burroughs

of

image

in

language

t,echnique d.oes

with v¡hich he as a

not

deËermine i¿hat,

will use in his writing but merely gives him a series

varÍations Ëhat can be incorporated into the work or

rej ect.ed"
The
and

overall structure of a novel is determÍned by cut-ups

fold-ins only to the extenÈ Lhat, they can possibly alter

the

authorts original perceptions of situations, relationships, characters
and actions and thereby redirect, the workts thrust.

Burroughsts

own

conception of novel structure was episodic or picaresque before he
began using the cut-up and fold-in

and Naked Lunch have no guiding

techniques (his novels JunkÍe

plot but are a series of narrative

events) so any correlation between the use of those techniques

and

an episodic structure would be untrue; the t,echniques and the method

of structuring a novel are simply part,s of Burroughsrs style

and

are relat,ed t,o each other as compositíonal mechanisms only in that
they are both exemplified in

some

pieces of Burroughsrs writing.

assert that the novelst structures are all producËs of cut-up

fold-in would be true

depending on the broadness

of

To

and.

meaning allowed

the t,erms |tcir!-sptt and trfold-intt. If Ít is meant that

Burroughs

structures his novels by cuÈt,ing up or folding in large sect,ions of
narrat.ive Ëhus allowing random juxtapositions of chapt,ers to occur,
such a

definition of cut-up-

and

fold-in-structured novels is false

-¿+7-

for Burroughs does not create in that *"rrr,..r90 (the pre-cut-up
Naked Lunch l{as as

Brion Gysin noted ttunconsciouslyrt created in

that manner for the novel was printed and organized as it

\nlas sent

O1

t,o Lhe publisher, in small segments)" although he does not attempt

to impose the sËructuring element of a linear plot, either

(The

Wild Boys is an exception to thís statement although even in that
novel Èhe plot is rather obscure) " Only the smaller elements of
the novels such as chapËers and paragraphs can be said to be
structured by cut-ups and fold-ins"

Again iÈ should be noted that

the techniques or methods, themselves, do not actually structure
lengthy pieces of narrative like chapters but that the sections of
wriÈing produced by the techniques are factors in determining determining meaning itpredeterminedrt (i.e" the author determines the

sLructure before writing

a chapter) or t'post-det.ermÍnedrt (i.e. the

author determines the structure of a chapter after the results of
cut-ups and fold-ins have been.evaluated) - the final structure of
,lengthy pieces of narrative.

Paragraphs, sent,ences and.phrases are

the domain of the cut-up and fold-in techniques in terms of structure.
It is only in the area of small compositíonal units such as sentences
and paragraphs that these ÈechnÍques actually structure the entire

body of verbal expression for it is only upon these units that the

techniques are exercised as conscious techniques. That is, Burroughs
does not fold every page of an entire novel and place them side by

side with an equal number of pages of his own writing to stïucture
his novels. Nor does he cut-up entire novels and rearrange the

48thousands upon thousands

fragments

of paragraphs,

of

images

to cieate his novels. only

senÈences and phrases are juxtaposed.

in

the use o{ these techniques; therefore that which is st,ructured
them are those elements

of composition with which they deal,

paragraplrsr sentenees and phraoes"

in

methods

In this

and structuring than

namely,

way the euE-up and

of literary compositíon is less a method of

by

fold*

organi zaEíon

it ís a method of creat,ing or generating

compositional materials (new images, phrases, sentences and paragraphs) which Burroughs can use in his wrÍting but which he, himself,
as

writers have always had

st,Íll inform, organize

Èo do, must

and

structure with the power of his own intellect, and imaginat.ion.

C}IAPTER

III

Cut-ups, Fold-ins and Their Effects on the
Content,

of Literary

Literary arÈ presumes to
percept,ions

Composit.ion

communicat.e

or express artistsr

or thoughts through the use of words. Not all writing

is necessarÍly aesthetically pleasurable although the writ,ing

humans

generally value is writing which communicates or expresses - means something" FundamenÈal granmar is int,ended to be an aid for those
,who wish

for it

to use words for the purpose of

shapes language

conrnunÍcation

or expression

into rtuniversally-acceptedt structures of

verbal meaning. Burroughsts use of the cut-up.and fold-in techniques

is a denial of the necessity of a rigid

cod.e

of

grantrnar,

for in the

codets place Burroughs asserts a ne\ü necessÍty for writtentrmeaningtt -

49the concreteness of language" For Burroughs, concrete language
replaces grammatical siructure in imporËance as the prime requisite

for cormrunicative or expressive - meaningful - writ.ing"
Burroughsrs writings have been accused

of being

rrnon-

booksrtr ttant,i-novelstt and generally incomprehensible gibberL"hrgz
most

of this criticism

to writing

emanating from some critícsr

produced by the cut-up and

fold-in techniques

Burroughs uses eschewing conventíonal,
Ëo damn Burroughs because he does

violent aversion
whÍch

linear narrative.

However,

not writ.e conventíonal, linear

narrative is to deny that there can be artistic expression with

relativistíc

framework

a

within which the art can be creatêd. This is

to say, if artist,ic expression or

conununication

is not

achieved

through the description of a linear sequence of actions, situat.ions,
emotions

This

or

demand

thoughÈs then

cannot, express

or coÍürunicate anything"

for f.inearity (rtlÍnearityrt disguises in the

mentioned host,ile

granmat,ical and
assumptÍon

it

of

criticism the almost pathological

above-

need

for

structural comprehensibility) contains the a priori

Lhe IttruLhtr

of

an AristoÈeJ-ian, cause-and-effect

reality

(i.e. linearity is supposedly descriptive of the way things are

and

the manner in which humans perceive Ëhose things). YeÈ since the
advent

of EinsteÍnts Theory of Relativity

Lhe ttÈruthil

of an absolutist

view of reaLity has been generally considered inaccurate and with

that truth

was vanquished

the rrtruthrt of l-inearity as being áccurately

descript,ive of the way things are and the manner in which

humans

perceive those things. Burroughs knows this hisÈorical fact
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of

consciousnessè93

tivist,ic reality"

"r"

wríting

assumes

the rrtruthil of a rela-

His difficulty in expressing or conrnunicat.ing

his thoughts formed in a relativist,ic consciousness is that the
rules by which he must use language to express or communicate those
thoughts deny the exist,ence of such a reality by an a priori

assump-

t.ion of cause-and-effect, either-or linearity rather than a reality

of relative

t,ime-space coordinat,e syst,ems. llence the cut-up and

'ford-in techniques while sLÍIl using

ranguagers word.s subvert, and

destroy the supremacy of the rules of granrnar and syntax which
imprison those words ín a theoret,Ícal syst,em of rearity which is no
longer rrtruerr (see appendix two). In no sense does Bu::roughs wÍsh

to destroy all forms of verbal expression

and conrnunication. The

cut-up and fold-in methods prevent the assumptions of the rules of
language from prescribÍng what men experience and assert

rather the

describing, int,erpreting and possibly enlightening aspects of

ranguage

as it accurately describes the art,ist,rs experiences and perceptions.

'

Burroughs is unique only in that he is at,tempting
to reproduce in prose what we acconnnodate every
day as a commonplace aspect of our life in the
electric age. If the corporate life is t,o be
rendered on paper, the methqd of discontÍnuous
non-story must be employed.94

This form of non-linear (ttnon-storyr) wrÍting is Èherefore simply
mode

a

of literary realism.
Burroughsts war on the governing rures

of

language by using

the cut-up and fold-Ín Ëechniques of composiÈion as his

weaponry has

ÍmportanÈ implications

Ís asserting

for literary artists.

Burroughs

a more realist,ic approach to the creation of aesthetic artifacÈs -
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*orns of literature - the Èerm trrealistic approach'r
""".
meaning a mode or form of artist,ic expression or conrnunícation in
in this

tune with the insights of the Twentieth century given the artists
through fields of endeavor such as linguistics,

semant,ics, psychorogy,

philosophy and the non-literary arts like music, painting and the

cinema. Burroughs has read the explorations of Ludwig Wittgenst"irr95
and A1fred Korzybski96 and has found revealing thoughts on the nature

of language as i.t relates to the creation of perceptive art in those
studies.

Cut-ups and fold-ins a/e partially

a result of Burroughs's'

attempt to relate the creation of an art, formed of ranguage with
studies which have revolutionized Èhe way men now look at. that
language.

In WitÈgensteinrs Tractatus Logico - Philosophicus there is
the statement; rrA picture is a facttt.97 ,rr""*rrch as ranguage presents
pictures (symbolic images) in an abstract way through words, words,
toor are facts" The rrpicLuret is not, only visiral but includes
trpicturesrt for all the senses. words as they can be ,sensedt (experienced) wit'h the eye or v¡ith the ear are fact,s, as weII.
ments of words are facts.

Arrange-

That words are generally not seen written

on a page or heard spoken without such grarnrnatical arrangements is

also a fact,. l^Iith a lifetime of encounter with the arranged language
men

fÍnd that the words (facts) are not randomly throvrn t.ogether for

if Lhey were they would not

tfmaËe senseft

this, too, meaning fact.

such an argu¡nent, begs the question. Are rules facts therefore

rules can

rrmaketr

.facts (sense)?
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Are Ëhe rules of

facts

(words)

?

grammar necessary

Tf. a

and therefore a

for the existence of

n

u

"

language

picture is a fact, cannot one word be a picture

fact? llords are facts as themselves and as re-

ferential symbols" Rules of

gramrnar

are only necessary for

if they aid Lhe words in being whaË words are. (the

words

assumption being

thaL words are generally accepted conrnunicaLive symbols descriptive

of personal

experience)

" If

symbols can on occasion conrnunicate

personal experience without, being subject,ed Ëo and ordered by the

rules of

grammar and syntax then those

position of fact - are in

rules - as they are a pro-

Ëhose instances

not necessary and Ëherefore

meaningless. Cut-ups and fold-ins aid Burroughs in abandoning the
governing príncÍples of grannnar and in reinstating the autonomous
symboi-ic nature

cular

mode

of words as facts. Marshall Mcluhan says this parti-

of verbal expression

makes Burroughs

The key Èo symbolist perceþtion

a symbolist *riter.99

is in yielding

the perrnission to objects to resonate in their
own time and space" Conventional pictorial and
ìEut.ty perception seeks to put diverse objects
, Ínto the same time and space. Time and space
themselves are subjected to the uniform and continuous visual processing that provides us with
the rrconnected and rationaltt thaÈ Ís in fact
(my emphasis) onLy an isolated fragment ãE.ality
and
continuous
is
no
uniform
visual.
There
the
.
character in the non-visual modalities of space
and time. The symboLists freed Èhemselves fron Lhe
visual conditions into Ètrq^visionary world of the
iconic and the a.rditory.l00
Inasmuch as

literature

aËtempts

to present a totality of realÍty to

the reader, an aestheËic restrÍction'requiring liËerature to represenÈ

E'
JJ-

a reality of a rtuniform and continuous characteril - a linear,
tereologicaL reality - is in essence a

demand

that riterature re-

present only one area of experience - the visual.
Cut.-ups and fold-ins methodically recreate experience as

a simultaneity of sense impressions because those techniques permit
Burroughs t.o create at will

the chaotic, chance impingement, of sense

data on the consciousness by deliberately creating a similar situaÈion of image interrelationship
sense data while the artÍst

with the symbols descriptive of those

st.ill controls the materials and the final

selection of that simult,aneous, chance impingement on the reader.
Whether a man takes the road of junk or the
road of art, the entire world must submit
to his processing. The world becomes his
rrcontenttr. He programs the sensory order.101

An object,ion to the aesthetic validity

of experience is that, an artistic
be chaoÈic. The critical

of this recreation

description of chaos cannot itself

term used for the objection is Èhe ex-

pressivistic or mÍ.metÍc f"11""y.102 However, this objection is
itself

fallacious in that it assumes either thaL experience is

a

logical and rational order or that experience can only be comprehended if expressed or conrnunicated in a logical and rational manner.
Man does not, experience reality.as

a logical and rational order

yet, he does sti11 supposedly comprehend the reality

As literaÈure provides an artificial
of s¡rmbols, the

demands

and

he experiences.

reality of experience by means

of such arbitrary rules as'logic and raÈion-

ality which actually mean linearity

can be seen as being unnecessary

for creation of a rrtruert (i.e. accurately mimetic) work of art.

As

Burroughsts writing is visionary rather than narrativelO3rtr" atomistic

-54or pointillist.ic

descriptions provided by the cut-up ancl ford-in

techniques should be aesthetically valicl as they are realistically
Lruc ¿is frrct.

Tirc Lhrus[ cf artisl-ic mimcsis for ì]urroughs iç not

thc mirroring of Lire worldrs realily because tirat reality i-ras been.
Èainted by tire rules of language - synt,ax, grarTnnar, subject, pïe-

dÍcate, eitherr or - which create rather than describe that reality,
l3urroughs is concerned with the presentation of the reality

thc rvords used in wriLing the words being (facts).

itsclf

in

For Burroughs if

rvords arc to be reál (facts) then they must act ancl interact realistÍ-

cally ancl Lhese realidtic

actions are achievecl through cut-ups ancl folcl-

ins which asserL the factuality

of Ímages. The cut-up and fold-in

techniques allorv Burroughs to reassert the primacy of images in the

erperiential life of consciousness.
Another aesthetic consideration Burroughs is concerned. about

is the

,rtmeanÍngtt

of his writ.ing.

The previousry mentioned hostile

criticism leveled against, the products of the cut-up and fold-in
coinpositional techniques were that they were chaotic not only in
their effect on the reader but. in their conteî1.t, as rvell.
chapter of this paper provides sufficient

The

second.

examples t,o prove that cut-

ups and fold-ins are chaotic Ín their fragment conÈent only ro those
who have not read the narrative text carefully and rvho are not

sensitive to sympathetic poetic images. The fragments (content) of
Èhe cut-ups and fold-ins are either taken directly

text with Little

from the narrative

or no alteratíon (occasionally a pronoun, an article

or an adjective will be changed to fit

the sense of Èhe cuË,-up or

-55ford-in

more accurately)

or

they. are creat.ed by Burroughs

a sympatheLic, emotive dímension to the t,extual

to

add

Ímage fragments.

However, the trneaningtt

of Burroughsrs wrÍting is for Burroughs not
only subject to the scrutiny of its physics (i"e" the images relate
to

one another

in an artistic recreation of the corlage of

daÈa humans experience

sense

in reality while reflecting the artistrs

own personal percept,Íons

þ-escriptive, inËerpretive, critic{
reactions to those images) but. of iÈs metaphysics, as well.
image

and
The

relationships in cuË-ups and fold-ins must have aesthetic

value - expressive or communicative - or meaning for Burroughs but

sor too, must the images of whÍch the cut-ups and fold-ins themselves
are

composed.

This consideration 1ed Burroughs to explore the nature of
abstract and concrete words wiÈh the aid of the cut-up t.echnii¡ue.
He discovered

that

images composed

of concrete words, words

having

referents Ín reality, v¡ere the only images that, could be used in
cut-ups and fold-ins if he hoped to produce writ,ing which trmeantrr

thing.

ThaÈ

is, the

images used

in the writing

techniques had to. have a sensuous value
experience

- for

Èhe

writing

produced by

the tivo

that created a mental

Èo express

or

communicate

some-

sense

(mean). cut-

ups and fold-ins composed of non-referential (abstract.) words prod.uce
Èrue chaos.. The following

Ís an exerpt from a passage

produced by

both the cut-up and fold-in techniques of composition using non-

referenÈÍal words as fragment material.
Relations between human beings sexualizing
congruent, accessibiliÈy ambivalent,ly fecundate

56with orifices perspectives is I feel to beg
the question of contributory latent configu
ratíons reciprocally sÈarved of direction or

' vector by the recognizable human rememberance
of such approximaÈe exasperaLions a desperately
effete societal somnolence supine negation by
any reputable informed latent consensus inherently commissioned r,¡ith customary human

techniques interweaving re-enactments of
necessary correspondence interderivational from

complement,ary int.ernalizations conf luently
coflìmunicated reciprocal analogous metaphors
with this relentlessly successful diagrammatic
schema deliquenÈly recognLzabLe juxtapositions
to traduc.e or transfigure a pulsating multipli-

city of contradictions inherenÈ in linguistic
engagements disproporLionat.ely failing gritty
colloquialisms edged with grarmnatic outrage.".104

these abstract fragments of prose randomly pieced together
mean

nothing; the passage is truly chaotic for it recreates no

thoughÈ,

perception, emotion, or rrsensert. If pictures and words are fact.s then
such abstract words as the ones used

in

passage are

facts only

in the preceding cut-up

because they

and

fold-

exist on the page. Refer-

ential words as they \^rere previously described both exist of

them-

selves while also symboLicallyrrmeaningrr experiential facts. Non-

referential

words mean

and are therefore

only themselves; they refer only to

themselves

referentially (and for Burroughsts creative

purposes,

aesthetically), solipsÍst,ic and consequently unuseable because they

not express or corrnunicaËe. Non-referential
co-relative and as such are worthless

Ëo

v¡ords have no

do

experiential

the creaÈion of poetic

(aesthetic) art.

If you see the funcLion of words as extension of
our senses to witness and experience through the
' writerrs eyes then this (the above-quoted passage)
may be dubbed blÍnd prose. , It sees nothing and
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from the readers such contractually accessible
linguistically structuraLized preparations

on

bLue evenings I shall go down the path in a dream
feeling the coolness on my feet, st,arved of direction
or vecLor by derivationally confluent exasperations
five in the evening at the Green Inn huge beer mug
froth turned into gold by a ray of late sunshine
perspective of illiLerate human beings would traduce
, or Ëransfigure fecundate with orifices potent.ial
the tr^iatchman rows through the luminous heavens
and from his flanring dragnet leÈs fal1 shooting
stars and precisely reciprocal latent conser¡sus
if 'societal flailings stridently congruent from
pulsating mangrove swamps riddled with poolg^Ênd
water snakes diagranrnatic contrapunctual". "tU)

(see appendix Èhree)
Such

a liËerary exercise indicates the care with which Burroughs

select his words Èo express or
express

must

conn'nunicate that, which he vrishes to

or contrnunicate. Some words are not appropriate for cut-ups

or fold-ins, and Èherefore, conceivably,

some cut.-ups and

fold-ins

could be aesthetically good and some aesthetically bad.
The cut-up and

fold-in techniques of composition

themselves

are beyond the realm of criticism on purely aesthetic grounds, for
as in the case of the rtintentional fa11acyrr106 both the authorrs
meÈhods

of composition and his intentions for

work are not necessarily present

irrelevant critería

on which

composing

a particular

in that work and are therefore

to appreciate and assess that

work.

Only the producLs of the two compositionaL Èechniques are present in
Burroughsrs

writing not

of those techniques

Ëhe

actual techniques and

can be l-egitimately

on3-y

the products

criticized, as artistic

-58artifacts of aesthetíc value"
Burroughsts use

of the writings of non-literary figures

such as Ludwig Wittgenstein and Alfred Korzybski

of the

cuË-up and

fold-in technÍques is also

to direcL his

use

beyond the realm of

criticism on aesthetic grounds for at no time

does Burroughs

directly

incorporat,e or paraphrase Èhe ideas contained in those menrs writ-

ings in his own literary works in órder to debate the validity of

their claims"

Burroughs uses those menrs

linguistic and semantic assumptions
of it is

writings as phílosophÍc,

upotl whích

his writing (as some

the cut-up and fold-in techniques) operates.
As Milton's Par"4igg_!ge! is predicated upon the I'trutht' of the
produced by

Bib1e, Burroughsrs writing is predicated upon the trtruÈhrt of

Wittgensteinrs arid Korzybskirs writ,ings. The tttruthrt of Wittgensteinrs
and Korzybskit s

writings is not, in question for their wriËings

merely

provide a variant on the mode of mythological assumptions many writers

use, in this part.icular case the myËhological assumptions are
philosophic, linguistic and semantic (scientific) not religious

as

Milton?s assumptions $rere. As the cut-up and fold-in techniques of
composition have literary.ancestors known

to Burroughs that pre-date

l^iit,t,gensteinrs Tractatus Logicà-Philoso.phicus and Korzybskirs Science
and

Sanity, even Burroughrs rejection of those two gentlenìents

would have no appreciable

effect on his continued

usage

works

of the tech-

niques or on the aesthetic merits of compositions created by those

techniques. In
t,echniques

Èhe realm

of

aesÈhet.ics

the cut-up and fold-in

of liteïary composition are both useful and constructive

-59for the creaÈíon of literary art (expressive or
in tune with

some

communicatíve)and

insights of the Twentieth century provided

by

philosophyr physics, psychology, linguistics and general semantics.
Burroughsrs use

to

of those

Lhe concretion

literaLure.

t.echniques represents a

of word conLenL used in the

Prompted

fold-ins that abstract words
refer

composÍt,Íon of

by the insights of the above-mentioned fields

of thought,, Burroughs has found through
words which

facet of a return

experimenLs

(words without,

Ëo subjective modes

with

cuÈ-ups

and.

referents in reality;

of realit,y which are not

what

t

could be termed part of empiricai-1-y verifiable phenomena) are not

useful in the composit,ion of lit,erature, especíally passages composed
by means of the cut-up and fold-in techniques. The result is an
eschewing

of abstraction

and a mode

of prose fict,ion thoroughry

en-

trenched Ín the Twentieth century American tradition of imagist

poetry - especially the poetic theory of Ezra Pound - and the vast

majoríty of contemporary ,tpoetry of experiencerr (as

of idea or

opposed.

to rpoetry

argumenttr).
CHAPTER

IV

Cut-ups, Fold-ins and Percept.ion Reformation
Inasmuch as any

whether

art offers its audience a percept.ion -

it be of a physical body, an int,errelationship of sounds,

a

myst,ical experience, a dramat,ic cor¡-flict or anything else - that arÈ

to varying degrees aLters it,s

audiencer.s perception,. Burroughsrs

novels offer a fragmented, disconËinuous visioá of a worLd which
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threatens humanity with hideous forms of.control over consciousness
and

behavior. As these controls are perpetrated by obviously

fictÍonal beings such as the Nova Mob, an int,ergalact,ic crime syndicate,
Burroughsrs audience might, tend

to view these villains as entirely

ficLional creations of the authorrs

imaginaËion.

I (Burroughs) do definitely mean whar. I say
to be taken lit.erallyr Tes, to make people awaïe
of the true criminality of our times, to wise up
the marks. All of my work is directed against
those who are bent., through stupidity or d.esign

i:*liTå:T;il";i*'i::. *ïïirïïT

ïi::i:iî,:.r

and image to creat.e an acËion, not, to go out and
buy a Coca-Cola, but to create an alt,eration in
Ehe readerI s consc19,r"n."".107

is actually trfictionalizingn threats he, himself, bel-ieves.
are very real and very dangerous. In this manner the t'fictionalized.rr
Burroughs

perceptions his wríting offers the audience are deliberately intended

to alter the audiencers perception of reaLity" The cut,-up and foldin t,echniques have severar roles to play in the reformat,ion of
perception.
Burroughsts use

of cut,-ups and fold-ins are manifestations

of his react,ion against what he bel-ieves is a mechanistic ínt,erpreËation of reality fostered by the naÈure of the English language,
which demands a i-ogical¡ câusê-ênd-effect interpretation of reality.

If the language
speak

or write

demands

about,

a subject and a predicate and if

one wishes t,o

reaLity, thoughts about reality - if they are

formulated in language - must, conform to similar demands and by

extrapolation soon consciousness reverses itself demanding

Èhat
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reality manifest separate phenomena Ín a logícal order of. achor
(subject) and action (predicate), Even the thoughts about reality
are then ordered according to the rules of language, thus blurríng
Lhe nature
demands

of reality, itself"

Burroughs

realízes thaÈ his languagets

for logÍcality and l-inearity alter

menrs percept,iorr

which itself is neÍther logical nor linear.
communicate

this realization

Burroughs does not, want,

which

t,o

In his

at,tempt to

his audience through his writíng

to fall into an alli.ance with that

The rules

language cannot accommodate such a realizationr and therefore

Burroughs must

of

language

will tend to falsify the conscious realization by making that

thought part of languagets logical, linear, unreal reality.

of

of reality

syrnbols

fínd a means of

conrnunicat,ing using a

universal set

while not adhering to Ëhose rules.

Cut-ups and fold-ins allow Burroughs to sLill use the

universal set, of symbols (words) without having to resort to arbitrary
and unrealist.ic granrnat,ical

of

language t,o negat,e

rules.

The

result is the subversive

the controlLing system of word usage and

use

t,o

assert a liberatÍng, truly descripLive (as opposed to prescïiptive)
language. Those who read these words freed of the exígencies of the

l"inguistic

sysLem

begin to have their own perception of reality

trre-formedtt as they

realize that, cut-up

and

folded-in words describe

the artistts perception as weLL asr'if not more accurately than

syntactically and grannnatically ordered words. Those readers who
take things tfliterai-Lyrt (i.e. as the q¡ords say things are) will
have

their perception of literal-ness reformed.

Thought becomes

-62riberated from Arist.otelian logic in pararogicaL structures of
complexity which approximate the complexity of modern consciousness
and experience. Thought becomes freed

of language,

image thought

replacing word thought. Reality, itself, as it. is now perceived

by the readers reading a cut-up or foLd-in,
organism

rather than an exclusive

causes and

effect,s" Realityrs

set,

images

becomes an

of coexist,ing,

inclusive

mechanical

are described mimeticarly in

cut-ups and fold-ins as existing in a synchronicity rather than

a

Linearity.
ttRealÍtyrrr.".not being equatable with this
thought-language bundle, is necessarily incomplete, fragmented, twisted, made to conform
to limits that have nothing to do with basic
' rrnaturerte By exploding and reforming the thoughtlanguage patËerns a totally newrrrealityil is
formed, ungraûmaËical (anti-granrnat,ical), syntaxless
(g!!-syntaxed), anti-sequenÈial, anti-Iogical.
Tãt"newrr page becomes a rtnewrt world. you approach
it and let it. break down the programrned mind'that,
you bring to it, experience a guerrilla interaction
betv¡een Èhe free-fall poem (world) and your
slight.ly conformist, already rcontrolledil ment,ality.
The page, then, becomes 4 cultural liberation
aeviðel a mind'ft".-.t. 108
Burroughs

ís noL simply interested in the reformation of

a

readerts perception of realÍty, though. As a subversive writer he is

interested in the reformatÍon of reality, itself, and Ëo Ëhe

that

human

perception dictates the limit,s of realiLy through Èhought-

language, cut-ups and
against,
and

extenÈ

fold-ins can be used as offensive weapons

that ttcriminal

conspiracyrr. which seeks

to control both

realÍty through the manipulation of word and image. In

humanity

Nov¡r

Exprqss the Nova l'1ob controLs planetsr populatÍons by the manipulation

-63of words and images which,

once absorbed by those populations,

control Èhought by rrassociat,ion blockstr that cause the people to

think in trassociat,ion blockstr determined by the Mob who control
the conrnunication media and even the language, For Burroughs such

a ÈhoughË-reality control is not as far fet.ched as those who consider his work purely science fiction might supposee He states

that

inasmuch as words

are oft.en taken to rrbe, the things which they

symbolize, manipulations of word.s can be misinterpreted. by'rr11a.r.tminded"lOghumanity

to

rrberr

the truth

presenÈed. by

realíty.

Threat,en-

ing words are transformed by the lit.eral mind into a threatening,
concret,e

reality.

Burroughs declared a cut,-up and

fold-in warfare

on the Language-equals-reality syndrome of thought.

.

LISTEN TO MY LAST WORDS ANY T^IORLD. L]STEN ALL
YOU BOARDS SYNDICATES AND GOVERN}4ENTS OF THE
EARTTT. AND YOU POi^IER POWERS BEHIND I,IHAT FILTH
DEALS CONSUMMATED IN I,MAT LAVATORY TO TAKE WHAT
IS NOT YOURS. TO SELL THE GROUND FROM UNBORN FEET.
LISTEN. WHAT I HAVE TO SAY IS FOR ALL MEN EVERYI,^IHERE. I REPEAT FOR ALL. NO ONE IS EXCLIJDED. FREE
TO ALL WHO PAY. FR¡E TO ALL I^IITO PAIN PAY.
WHAT SCARED YOU ALL INTO T]ME? WHAT SCARED YOU ALL
INTO YOUR BODIES? INTO SHIT FOREVER? DO YOU WANT
TO STAY TIIERE FOREVER? THEN LISTEN TO THE LAST
WORDS OF HASSAN SABBAH. LISTEN LOOK OR SHIT FOREVER.
LISTEN LOOK OR SHIT FOREVER. WHAT SCARED YOU INTO

T]]"IE? INTO BODY? INTo SHIT? I WTLL TELL YoU. THE
WORD. THE-THEE'IIORD. IN TIIEE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD.
SCARED YOU ALL INTO SHIT FOREVER. COME OUT FOREVER.
COME OUT OF TTIE TruE WORD THE FOREVER. COME OUT OF
THE BODY WORD THEE FOREVER. COI'18 OUT OF THE SHIT
T,IORD THE FOREVER. ALL OUT OF TIME AND INTO SPACE.
FOREVER. THERE IS NO THING TO FEAR. THERE IS NO
THING IN SPACE. THAT IS ALL ALL ALL IIASSAN SABBAH.
THERE IS NO WORD TO FEAR. THERE IS NO WORD. THAT IS
ALL ALL ALL HASSAN SABBAH. IF YOU I CANCEL AI,L YOUR
WORDS FOREVER" AND THE WORDS OF HASSAN SABBAH I AS
ALSO CANCEL. ACROSS ALL YOUR SKIES SEE THE SILENT
T^TRITING OF BRION GYSIN TTASSAN SABBAH. THE I^]RITING
OF SPACE. THE I^IRITING OF 51¡B¡¡ç8.110

64The reference
rvord and the word was

to the Biblers,

with

rtir¡,

God and the word was God...tr

Burroughs to, demonstrate what he believes

tion

between language and

the beginning was the

is

made by

is a traditional correla-

the creat,ion of reality"

Fear of the word

frightened humanity inLo time, body and excrement.; Lhe word controls

that humanity.
humanity by

tr^Iords

out of

Ëhe

control of humanity control that

fear and ignorance. lJords thaL produce images of the

things to which Lhey refer are easily controlled" It is the

words

that, do not produce Ímages which control humanity"

'
'

.

Opinion conÈrol is a technicaL operaLion extending over a períod of years. First a populatÍon
'segment - rrsegment preparationrr - is conditioned
to reacË Ëo words rather than word referents. You
will notice in the subsidized periodicals a
curious prose without, image" If I say the word
Itchairtr you see a chaír" If I say rtthe concomitant somnolence with the ambivalent smugness
of unavowed totalit,arianismtt you see nothing.
This is pure word-conditioning the reader to react
to words. ttPreparationstt so conditioned will then

react predictably Ëo words. The condit,ioned
trprepaiationrt is quíte impervious to facts.111

In the

passage .above rtopinionrr can be read trthe way one perceives

somethingrt. Perception
:ception is cont
controlled by words which are often beyond

the control of the general- pubLic, Burroughs attacks jargon not
merely as being a flaw in verbal conrnunication but. as a fear - and
ignorance

- inducing

weapon used

tg control

Ëhe way populations

perceive things, public opinion and by extension reality.

(of using jargon or ."blind prosert)
is to protect a camouflagecl thesis from the
embârrassment of factual- testíng. If I say
ItEngland is an íslandrt I can produce evidence
to support my sËatement shouLd anyone caLl it
in question. If they wriÈe an articl-e aLÈacking
One purpose

-65Èhe Olympia Press as sexualizing congruent
accessibiLíty to Íts heart of pulp fecundate
with orifices perspectives in the name of
human prÍvacy they have placed their tl"¡csis
beyond the reaLm of fact since the words used
refer Èo nothing that can be t,est,ed. The words

used

refer !o nothing"

referent. l12

Once any

thesis, thought or motive is

The words used have no

camouflaged behind a

wall of

verbaL Íncomprehensibility those wishing t,o control other people by
means

of

such

a Èhesis can simply verbally intimidate

who are already coàvinced thaË ùords are

Ëhose people

in reality the things

whÍch they symbolÍze and that an argument of words concluding

some-

thing means that realíty must concur with a simÍlar phenomenological

fact.
Burroughs has suggested

that the cut-up

and

fold-in

t,echníques

provide an accessible method for anyone who would care to desLroy such
ttword magicrt and thereby reform

their

own consciousness and perception

of the language-ÈhoughÈ-reality complex. Detach units of

language

from their habitual usage patterns, their linguistic environment,
by means of cut,-ups and foLd-ins and one may view whether or not these

units have self-contained,

communicative meanings

or wheÈher Èhey

derive their meaning from their normal syntactical ,

grarnrnat,ical

environment. Cut-ups and fold-ins thereby allow Burroughs and

anyone

else who cares to investigate their language Èo retaliate against the
abuses

of

languagË:r-

especially jargon, by exposing the abuses in their

native absurdity.
Anything they (any abusers of language as
conrnunication) can do you can do bett,er.
Pick up The Concise Oxford DÍct.ionary mix your
own

f.inguistic virus concenËrates fire burn

56and cauldron bubble mix it black and mix ir.
strong folics hereabouts have done you wïong
return confluently the complement: e.
Fristic elite impacted banal limitorphic
imposture impotently flailing effluvial grouÈ
mud incumbent MN grume intervolving abrasively
affricative incubus interpositional inconsummate

lubricious investiture decommissioned externalized incodite anastrophe incrass¿¿s...113

rt tnis cut-up connnunicates no image to the readerrs.mind it is
because the words contained in Ít have no referents in Èhe experien-

t.ial world. such non-referential language Ís personal and highly
abstract for it syrnbolizes in words modes of experience which are
noi part of phenomenologicar reality and therefore the meanÍngs of
these words are ambiguous. rn the hands of malevolent, factions
these types of v¡ords because of their referential
made

ambiguÍty can be

to say or rrprovett anything - ttcreat,e factsr - and thereby control

those gullible

enough Ëo believe that all words actually slnnbolize

reality and that a verbal proof is contingent upon a necessity of
reaiity.

Burroughsts novels The Tícket That, Exploded

and. Nova Express

are about the criminal Nova Mob which creates a rrreality film' that
dictates to the general public what is permitted Lo be perceived.
This control is achieved through v¡ords and pictures.

The narrator

in The Ticket That Exploded asks:
,;
.

. ".what is word and to whom is it addressed? Word evokes image does iÈ not? - Try it - put
an image t,rack on screen and accompany it r+ith
any sound track - Norv play the sound traclc back
alone and rvatch the image track fill in - So?
. What is word? - Maya - Maya - Illusion - Rub out
the word and the image traclc gocs iviLh it...114

The capacity of a man to rtde-sensitize, hj.s conscÍousness to Èhe pro-

-67grêirrning and controlling

facets of the language-thought-reality complex

is a function of his to perceive uncategorized reality"
writers have a certain ability

As artists

and

to comnunicate their personal perceptions

inspite of the language-thoughË block which attempts to enforce a universal rrobjectivitytr upon those who would communicate or think within
l{estern civiLizationr s construct of reality,

the rrreality film" Ís called

inÈo question by Èhe very exist,ence of those creaLorst personal visions.
Burroughs¡s cut-ups and fold-ins have a two-fold effect,, for first.ly

they do assert Burroughsrs personaL percept.ions and secondly they express
or coinmunicate Èhose perceptions without submitting to Èhe linearity
and logic demanded by his Language, thereby directly challenging the

ties of language, thought. and realíty"
Aristotelian
literary

Burroughs¡s attack on

logic therefore has resonances not only in Êhe field of

composÍ.tion but in the realms of thought., perception, physics

and metaphysics for all are inextricably tulat,.d"l15
116
and any means
For Burroughs Ëo speak (write) is to lie---

of

comnnrnication which subverts verbaLLzaËion such as menLal t,elepathy

and picËographs (Egyptian hieroglyphics and Mayan codices which

allow Lhe viewer to register the symbolized idea rqithout sub-vocal

verbalization) is an aid to sei-f-realization and seLf-control apart
from the prescriptive influences of language" Burroughsrs interest

in a variety of

conununicative medía has prompted him

to extend his

cutting up from typewritten sheets to films and tape recordings"
Cutting up films and tape recordings - alternately referred to as
t¡splicingrt or rreditingtt- is the contrnonest of procedures in any movie

-68or t,elevision studio; there is nothing experiment.al or innovative
in such a procedure. That Burroughs incorporates this 'tediting"
or I'splicingrr method into the creation of literature is not an
indication thaÈ Burroughs is an artistic revolutionary but that,
as an artist, he is very much alíve to and conscious and aware of

the

phenomena

he experiences in ..r"rya"y reality and that, he ís not

superstiLiously afraid of incorporating what he learns from his
experientÍaI reality in Èhe creation of his arË- Those

criticize

Burroughs

who would

for his 1iËerary tteditingtt or Itsplicing'r

are

those who are urra$rare thaL in daily life they unconsciously experience and consciously accept and trund,erstandrr precisely what
Burroughs creates through cut-ups and

fold-ins" In filns

and record-

ings images are juxtaposed vísually and audially rather than
symbolically'as images are in entirely verbal art. With pure visual
and audial images Ëhe need forrtsub-vocal- speechtt

(i.e. the

mindts

silenÈ use of words to describe reality) is diminished and the

register in the .consciousness in silence.
is that as cut-ups

and

The

images

desirability of silence

fold-ins reform the perception of reality

effecting a reformation of

languaget

s rules in the language-thought-

reality complex, silence as a reaction to erperÍence frees the
sciousness

of language, itself.

formedtr as

it responds to an experience. as an experience

a part, of a caËegory of

by

con-

Perception iq thereby entirelyrtre-

phenomena.

Eye take back col-or from ,,*o=¿,t -117

and

not

as
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Telepathy communicates experience in sil-ence and thus escape pre-

scriptive

language.
The only cure

for what Burrorrrn" terms the

rrword ,rírrr"118

i"

silence which denies the power of Language but instead asserl-s thc
primacy

of subjecLive experience" Cut-ups and fold-ins of wrÍÈing

produce a reverence

of

language and a

for the image-conmunicat.ing ability of

distrust of non-referential

some

units

words which are supposedly

descriptive of unÍversal, "objectiverr experience. Insofar as cut-ups
and fold-ins produce these effecLs they create a rrwriting of silencert

for they demonstrate
of

how language

is symbolic of realityts varÍety

images and they aLlow those symbols

to exist in a similar

space-

tÍme system (and riot an arbitrary, teleological order) in symbolic
t,erms as

the images exist in space-time in reality.

Burroughsts

writing

,

..demands Silence from The Reader. Otherwise
he ís taking his own pu1se...119

Cut-ups and fold-ins like Hassan i Sabbahrttwise up the markstt
equate language

with reality.

In

Nova Express

who

covert act,ivity

by

those who resist the prescriptive influence of language on thought

bríngs about the destruct.Íon of the parasitic trreality filmtr

and

frees the doorways to creative perception of experience through the
destructíon of prescripLive words by means of cut-ups.

of Total Resistance on short wave
of the world - This is war to extermination -

The message

Shíft. linguals

tourists - Free dqorways - Photo fa1li
falling - Break through in grey room Calling Partisans of all nations - t'@,

Word

_70The cuÈ-up and

fold-in

t,echniques are simply that,

t,echniques. whether they be used in the creation of literature
music, fil-m or the other arts, the effects of decondit,ioning the
audience from iÈs unconscious bias
Newtonian construct,

tative

of realÍty

and rttruert modes

and

in favor of the Aristotelian,
a sensitízation to more represen-

of expression

and cornrnunication seem Èo be

the result" Burroughs is well avrare that his

own

wrÍt,ing, his

own

use of language may be mist,aken for the rttruLhtt about the universe

rather than being a percepÈion of what he sees.
.".Stop - Shut off - No more - My wriÈing
arm is paralyzed - No more junk scripLs, no
more word sc{ipts, no more flesh scripts He all vrent avray - No good - No bueno Couldn't reach flesh - No glot - Clom F1iday
- .Through Ínvísible door - Adios Megst.er

williaml Mr. Bradly, Mr" Martin - LzL
Cut-ups and fold-inb reform the readerts perception and consciousness
because Lhey force him

to read

and absorb words

in a newway.

Burroughsts

warning does not mean that, there should be no more written expression
-but
or cortrnunication
the implicit caveat emÞlor which should be in the

readerrs consciousness is that words are noÈ rrtruerr of themselves;

only reality possesses this truth" However, words as symbolic of
images present rtfacËsrr

useful in the expression or co[trnunication of

personal perception" The perceptual, aesthetÍc and composit,ional
freedom provided Burroughs and

cut,-up and foLd-in methods

travel in

space and

to

his readers via his writing by the

is what Burroughs terms the

escape the destructive entropy

freedom to

- the ttstasis

horrorsrr - imposed by the language-thought-reality complex of

-7Lt'raditional human exj.stence" The cut-up and fold-in methods create
a new "spacs" in which the imagination can travel withouÈ restrictions"
To travel in space you must learn to leave
the old verbal garbage behind; God talk,
priest talk, mother talk, father talk, love

iålh i:=:i,:i'*i,i'ïå'lå,iË15; ":":"ï;::,
You must learn to see what iç^

no alIies.

in front of you with no preconceptions.rzz

The

have the

fadt that the cut-up

and

foLd-in techniques of composition

ability under the guiding consciousness of Burroughs Ëo express

or corrnunicate perception without recourse
languagets synt,actical and grarnrnatical

Èo the ttordertt

rules

of all of

demonstrates that, the

preconceptions of how writÍng must expïess or corünunicate the writerts
thoughts or perceptions can be dispensed withrwithout d.etrimental

effects to the perception or the writing.

Such

a demonstraËion effect,s

an important reformaËíon in the way in which orì.e can perceive the roles

of

language and

literature as shapers of consciousness, percept,ion

and

reality.
To characterize WiLliam Burroughs as an eccentric lít.erary

artist is to completely misunderstand Burroughs,

cont,emporary IiËerature

in general and some of the major experiment,al thrusts of Twentieth
century writ,ing" For critics to criticize Burroughsrs t,echniques of
composition is an arrogant trespass into an aïea of artist,ic creation
which is none of their business as crÍt,ics are Ëo interpret art, after

it has

not to dictat,e !g it, is to be creat,ed, whÍch is
of the artist, hÍmsei.f. contemporary lit,erature,

been created

solely the

domain

especiaLly that of san¡uer Beckett, and Al-ain Robbe-Grillet. and of

-72Èhe vast majoríty of modern poets, does not, seek to describe,reality

so as to extract a moral, a precept, a mythol-ogy or a cosmology from

that reality"
at all"

That is, much of contemporary writing Ís about, nothing

Rather the writ.ing is the thing the writing is about.

BeckeÈtts Play is not about. heightened awareness (which is never
mentioned or even alluded to in the drama), it. ie heightened.

ness for as the 'di"log.t. repeats itself

arn¡are-

the audience is already

av¿are

of exacÈly what hab, is and wili- happen. Robbe-Grillet wriËes of
the

ttNew Novelrr:

..not, only does each of us see in the
world his own reality, but"".the novel
is preciseLy what creates it. The style
of the novel does not seek t,o inform, as

i:':":å:"::l'll" H: ::i":::;îï'l:,:::

:' il

reality" It never knows what
it is seeking, it is ignorant of what it
has to say; it. is invention, invention of
the world and of ¡pn.."123
const,ituÈes

In such a mode of compositíon verisimilitude is irrelevant
for when writing ís the Èhing it, is about, the writing simply exists
representing accurately exact.ly what it, it.self, is.

ís unnecessary, for the

contemporary author

Allegory, too,

feels no longer

con-

strained to create an artificial reality in his writing which halfmirrors the tttruthtt about, that whích the author really wants to say.
cut-ups and fold-ins, whiLe Ëhey represenÈ the operations of perception more accurately than linear narrative, are not allegorical
studies of percept,ion but create Èhe percepÈions, themserves.

.".a new kind of narrator is born: no longer
a man who describes the things he sees, but,
at the same t,ime a man who invent,s the thinss
around him and who sees Ëhe things he inverri".tZ4

'

-73with an understanding of

facts G."..!s! - that which
is done; that which is) of contemporary art and life, Burroughs,
his consistent view of reality and his use of the cut-up and foldin

Èechniques which help him crgate

Èhe

his literature

seem anything but

peripheral" Quite the cont,rary, Burroughs has succeeded.where many
have failed and is thus at Èhe very heart of contemporary lit,eraËure
and conscÍousness, I^IillÍam Burroughs creates

liLerature, aided by

the conscious and conscientious use of the cut-up and fold-in techniques
of composition, which is in the best modern t'traditiont' simultaneously
imaginative (emanat'ing from the Ímaginat.Íon) and realistic (being that
which rri"rr). He attempts to Ímpo6e no cestalt,ist rpattern, on a
world - the world in his writing - which is entirely self-sufficient

self-sustainÍng. Thís is William Burroughsts contribut,ion to
evolution of literatureo
and

the

.

-74APPENDIX

ONE

Only two paragraphs of the fold-in have been quoted. in

the body of the discussion as the whole fold-in would be too rong
to be incorporated into the paper. The following is the rest of the

fold-in quoted in its entirety.

The fragments

in block

Èype

in-

dicate that their original source was the quote from Kafka alread.y
quoted
(New

in the paper. source: william Burroughs,

Nova Express

York: Grove Press, Inc.,-, 1965)r pp. LZZ-LZI.
THE FIRST IMPRESSION MADE DETER}{INES
COURSE OF SUBSEQUENT

iloxygen'r supply

WHOLE

- A shocking

emergency case - FOR HOW COIILD HE KEEP Form A?? _
Sees someone to help him but. it debarred action in
turn - Could scarcely ansrrrer the people of 'Minraud
Brain directs all movement - Use a filter screen
that scans the door with intentioned lunacy - WON

_

operaring rhrough relepâthic
misdirection - There has been DrsMrssED AN ADVOCATE
. from Minraud - Pulled in and replaced - WORST THING
MANY SIMILAR CASES

THAT

cotliD HAppEN ro present heàds - SOMETIMES
A CASE TOOK roral weapons - The

HAPPENED THAT

principal

REACHED

'

'

WAS RULED OIIT

ilI

IT -

.

THE CASE HAD Stl,tpi,y
WIIERE ASSISTANCE

FANCyr" SAID THE MAN, I'THAT

ïIIS

GENTLEMAN

whÍte hot blue skies - Haste he had already so?"
Even so there is a devious underground EITHER
OUTRIGHT OR PARTIAL misdirecr,ion - TT{E OFFICE AIR
are heads in botrles - BEYOND ALL DOUBT Ínrend to
outthink and replace the advocate - A client
revolution - FOR HOI^I COULD HE KEEP fal1en heads
TO HELP HIM? - l"Ietal shirnmering heaÈ from the stage
i^iHERE FURTHER ASSTSTANCE melrs ar noon rNTo REMOTE
INACCESSIBLE COURTS FEELS

'

NO IONGER FOLLOW

molten core of a planet

rrl'lord

falling - Photo falling stylishly dressed -

THE GENTLEMANTS insane orders and counter orders rherer
YOU SEE IT'S ONLY 'HERE' - ACCUSTOMED D.C. FELT ILLTTHE RELATTVELY FRESllr-R, whar? - Brirish coui,D scARCELy
ANSi{ER HI]'f - SHUT THE DOOR WITH THE UTÌ'foST HASTE .
rrMindless idiot you have WON ¡,fANY SIMILAR CASES ''
Electric defense FREQUENTLY DETERMINED THE WHOLE 'r
civilizat,Íon and pRocEEDrNcs - ESpBcTALLy WHEN A CASE
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fear desperate position and advantage SUDDENLY TAKEN
- THE CASE HAD SIMPLY REACHED
incredible life forms - EVEN TTÌE ACCUSED WAS BEYOND
altered pressure - The very Lop operation - The
client of mucus and urine said the man was an alÍen -

OI.rI OF THEIR HANDS

Um¡sual mucus coughing enemy t'oxygentt up FROM TIIE
STAIRWAY - Speed up movie made.such forms by overwhelming gravÍty supply - Flesh frozen Èo supply a
shocking emergency case - Amino acÍd directs all
movement - vron code on Grey Veil - To be read
t.elepathic misdirection - I'OFFICE AIR'r they can
convert in dirty pictures of Life Form B - liquidate
enemy on London Space Stage - Tenuous air debarred
act,ion of yesterday - Coughirg enemy pulled in and

replaced 'lThe gentleman in body prison working out rherel
You see itts onlythererhe ever saw even for an
instant - Not in other places - Switched our rvay is
doomed IN THE RELATIVELY FRESH AIR - Thail s us PlannÍng to use the host could scarcely ans\der him Of course Life Form B WITTI TIIE Ult4OST HASTE WOULD SHUT

our roxygenl
línes - So what else? Defense FREQIIENTLy UBfeRMfmBO
the life form we invaded - rr
ESPECIALLY I,iHEN A CASE marked for invasion and
manipulation SUDDENLY TAKEN OUT OF THEIR IIANDS DISMISSED AN ADVOCATE FROM Bilogic Need ONCE HE HAD
you PULLED IN TO prepare briefs - The rrial of The
Nova Mob WITHDRAI,I{ FROM THE ADVOCATE - THE CASE HAD
SIMPLY REACHED rigged any place - pain and pleasure
to squeeze the "OFFICE AIRrt feIt, contradictions of
biologic STAIRWAY - Crippled in such convenienÈ
advocat,e - FOR HOI^I COULD HE KEEP means during many
years of SOMEONE TO HELP HIM? III FANCY FAINTNESS IS DUE TO THE A]MOSPHERE
offered by Life Form A is.inadequat.e - TIIAT rhis
GENTLEMAI\I feels necessary to investigaËe the original
TOFFICE AIRI st.ory of Life Form A on Location
- A
CAl,fE UP FROM THE STAIRI^IAY - He had already counselor
willing to handle tthis horrible caset EITÌ{XR OUTRIGHT
oR PARTTALLY - you ffi'
fixes narure
of absolute need - A quesrion of fããEsupp1y nor alien
planet - Form A direct claws intimÍdate and corrupt
advocate into channels calculated to squeeze host AssÍst.ance back t.o our medium - tl
Life Form A's ROOM I^IAS on l,trard Is1and - Crippled
in such convenient Life Form B - Minraud an intricate
door t,o cut off tto:,ygen't of life - SIMIIAR CASE
operating through arrangements that could 1Íquidate
Life Form B by cutt,ing off advocate from Minraud TTIE DOOR THAT I^IAS VERY IMPORTANT FOR

-76rrlife Form A was t,otally alienr't SAID THE MAN
an alien rrHave what they call remotiont due to the roxygen.r tr
trWas not the purpose supply Life Form A prior to
inÈervention directing all movement?r1
ItPleader a diving suit back to our medium - SCARCELY
ANSWER HIM - Be destroyed by alien conditions - Ally
detestable to us - FOR HOW COULD HE KEEP Form A seen
WHO WAS

paras ite?

tt

The best criminal counselor was SIMILAR CASE
operating through metal - IMPRESSION followed to
present, interview - He got Sanmny advocate from
Minraud - Pulled in and. replaced history of Life Form A
on location Clearly this is a difficult case to defend particularly considering avowed intention of the accused
to use the counselor as a diving suit, back Èo their
medium where counselor would be destroyed by alien
conditions - There is however one phrase in the brief
on which a defense can be constructed - t'They sometimes
mutate to breathe hererr.
- That is if a successful mutaÈíon of Life Form A can
be called in as wÍtness - Clearly the whole defense
must. be based on possibility of muLation and the less
said about rrabsoluÈe bíologic needrt to maintain a
deterimental parasitic existence at the total expense
of Form B the better chance of a compromise verdict
suspended pending mutat,ion proceedings -
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'

A discussion of liteïature

a place for a full

Ti^IO

and aesthetics does not provide

examinat,ion of the rtLïuthrr of Einsteín's Theory

of Relativity as opposed to ArÍstotlers

cosmorogy, Nor does such

discussion provide a place Èo fully examine the ability

of language

I

t,o describe those

linguistic

realities for an intricate epist.emologÍcal,

and ont,ological discussion wourd be necessary

for that

examination" suffice it to say that the English languagers

demand

for intelligibility of verbalizat,ion in terms of Newtonian physics
(i.e" one universal space-time coordinate system) is a falsífication
of what is

now known about

i

the universe because of Einsteinrs theory

of other important scientific d.iscoveries. Because
uses the Englísh language to create a rworld, of imag,ina-

and a number
Burroughs

tion, he feels that it, is a significant. factor in the creation of
his rrworldrr that it be as accurately representative of his imaginationts
perceptíon and his perception of the rtrealil world as possible. This

is not simply fo:: the

sake

of a journalistic accuïacy but it is

because such a world accurately portrayed

audience

words

will enable the

to perceive their ownrrrealitiesrt with fewer of the prescribed

preconcepËions

theÍr

in

language

at Lhe subliminaL level of consciousness by
"r,for.ui
which to a certain extent blinds men to trwhat is therert

in their world"
Every Language is a special way of looking aÈ the
world and inËerpreting experience...One sees and
hears what the granrnatical system of onets
language has made one sensit,ive to, has t,rained one
to i-ook for in. experience. This bias is the more

78insidious because everyone is so unconscious of
his native language as a syst.em. To be brought
up to spealc a certain language, it is part, of the
very nature of things.r

:

is not merery a reproducing instrument
for voicing ideas, but rather is it.self a shaper of
Each language
ideas

"

¿

of cut-ups and fold-ins challenges the necessity of logic and
linearity in expression and conrnunicat,ion as logic and linearity are

The use

themseLves dependent, on language

for their objectification.

There-

f.ore Burroughs assumes Lhat expressive and conununicative language can

existandfunctionwithout,Èhosedependentswhichmost'ofhumanity
assumes

LhaÈ

are linguÍstic necessities" Cut-ups and fold-ins

logic is an artificial

demonsÈrate

categorization of experience, for there

are many weys of assimilaÈing and comprehending experience wiËhout
recourse to Logicts operat,ions (a mystical experience is usually

non-logical) and as logic is a vital part of the Aristotelian world
constTuct, cut-ups and

fold-Íns give concrete proof that

not submit to Èhat construct

Èo express

or

language

need.

contrnunicate.

cut up nature, organize it into concepts,
and ascribe significance as we do largely
because we'are parËies to an agreement. to
organize it in this way...this agreement is,
of course, an implicit and unstated oner- but

I^le

its- terms are absolutely obligatory; \^/e cannoÈ
talk at all except by subscribing to the
organization and slassification of data which
the

agreemenË

decr".".3

cut-ups and fold-ins express and connnunicat,e inspit,e of such
agreement and thereby

an

belie the necessity of the agreemenÈ. Relativity

is alien to thought formed by language as the

language assumes a

-79similar space-time rtagreementtt which relat,ivity

denies. cut-ups

and fold-ins,

and.

by allowing the past,, the present

the future to

coexisÈ simulÈaneously in the described consciousness (the narrat,ive),

give relatÍvity

a point, of incursion into the Itagreementn of language
and thus the trtruth'r of Aristotelian language is shown to be an
invalid necessity for linguistic

Hi1l,

communication.

1' clyde_Kluckhorn, Mirror of Man (New york: McGraw1949), p" L59"

Z. Benjamin.Lee Whorf, Language. Thought and Realitv
ed. John B. Carroll (Cambridg., M
s
1969), p" 2L2"

3. Ibid., p.

213"
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APPENDIX THREE

The rest of the cut-up, too long to be profitably

quoted

in the body of the discussion, is quoted here tn its entirety.

For

source see footnote 102"

.""ving desperately the poverty of image shea...
in bronze from scorned or pillage consensus of
contributory configurations...like a flock of
doves shivering of Venetian.blinds and the yellor+
blue awakening sexualizing cont,ingent accessibitity
informed hídeous wrecks at the bottom of brown
gulfs where the giant snalces devoured by tice fall
from the twisted trees with black odors conrnunicated
, suburban orifice re-enactments of infantile genit,alia
contributory inLernalized contradÍctions blue waves
golden singing fish foam of shadow flowers rvould
traduce or transfigure banal privatization concentrates latterly rísen from violeË fogs through
the wall of the reddening sky ambivalenily supine
contractually ínaccessible black cold pool where a
child squatting full of sadness launches a boat
fragile as a butterfly in May between starved confruent
exasperations conrnunicated linear derivations from
reciprocal engagements spat blood concomitantly
irrelevant hysteria at the foot of dark walls beating
the skinny dogs internalized vector misinformed
preparation it is raining soft.ly on the toÌ^¡n moonlight
as the clock was striking twelve concentrates of
otherness with orifices bitter perspectives the road
without sound ís whÍte under the empty moon a slight
cesspool of dirty b1çod internalized infantile diagranrnatically necessaïy piercing cry in the darkened
square spat blood confluently stinging like the salt
of childts t,ears sexualízing interdependence lat,terly
cont,ingent upon a motionless boat in ashen wat.ers
concordantly infantile misinformed perspectives North
wind across the wreckage perish po\^rer justice vanish
ambivalently supine fecundately human there are
brothers dark strangers if we began bubbling beneath
indispensably banal privatizal_ion concentrates blond
soldiers from the think bracken the wilderness the
mêadows the, horizon are washing themselves red in the
storm delinquently pulsating oppositional colonnades
under blue light railway stations wind from the sky
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three sheets of ice across the ponds vector
latterly communicated the question of internalÍzed direcÈion at four otclock on a surnmer
morning the sleep of love the wind comes in to
rn¡ander about under the bed reputably such contractually accessible human concordance is I feel
Èo beg the question then they will have to deal
with the crafty rat ghastly will-o'-the-wisp
comes like a gunshot after vespers configurat.ions
of internalized congruencies
Saharan blue where a thousand blue devils
dance in Èhe air like flowers of fire supine
oppositionally pillaged inaccessible jackals
howling across deserts of thyr:re strídently misÍnformed preparat.ions conmunicat,ed the question
of pillaged consensus it is raining internalized
concordance dawn rising like a flock of doves
softly on the t,ov¡n shiverÍng of Venet.ian bl_inds
at four orclock and the yellow blue awakenÍng
concentrates the sleep of love on orifices srunmer
accessibility the skinny dogs internalized flowers
of fire
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